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In
Defense

"In Defense of Literacy" is reprinted with permission from
Harcourt , Brace , Jovanovich. It first appeared in A Continuous Harmony, a collection of essays by Wendell Berry,
published in 1972.

of

Literacy
An essay by Wendell Berry

In

a country in which everybody goes to school, it may
seem absurd to offer a defense of literacy, and yet I believe
that such a defense is in order, and that the absurdity lies not
in the defense, but in the neccessity for it. The published
illiteracies of the certified educated are on the increase. And
the universities seem bent upon ratifying this state of things
by declaring the acceptability , in their graduates, of adequatethat is to say, of mediocre-writing skills.
The schools, then, are following the general subservience to the "practical," as that term has been defmed for us
according to the benefit of corporations. By "practicality"
most users of the term now mean whatever will most predictably and most quickly make a profit. Teachers of English and
literature have either submitted, or are expected to submit,
along with teachers of the more "practical" disciplines, to the
doctrine that the purpose of education is the mass production
of producers and consumers. This has forced our profession
into a predicament that we will fmally have to recognize as a
perversion. As if awed by the ascendency of the "practical"
in our society, many of us secretly fear, and some of us are
apparently ready to say, that if a student is not going to become a teacher of his language, he has no need to master it.
In other words, to keep pace with the specializationand the dignity accorded to specialization-in other disciplines,
we have begun to look upon and to teach our language and
literature as specialties. But whereas specialization is of the
nature of the applied sciences, it is a perversion of the disciplines of language and literature. When we understand and
teach these as specialties, we submit willy-nilly to the assumption of the "practical men" of business, and also apparently of
education, that literacy is no more than an ornament: when
one has become an efficient integer of the economy, then it is

Wendell Berry, a native of Greenup County, Kentucky, lives
with his wife, son, and daughter on a farm in Port Royal,
Kentucky, along the Kentucky River. He taught English at
the University of Kentucky in Lexington, and has taught as
well at Stanford University and New York University.

permissible, even desirable, to be able to talk about the latest
novels. After all, the disciples of "practicality" may someday
fmd themselves stuck in conversation with an English teacher.
I may have oversimplified that line of thinking, but not
much. There are two flaws in it. One is that, among the selfstyled "practical men," the practical is synonymous with the
immediate. The long-term effects of their values and their
acts lie outside the boundaries of their interest. For such
people a strip mine ceases to exist as soon as the coal
has been extracted. Short-term practicality is long term
idiocy.
The other flaw is that language and literature are always
about something else, and we have no way to predict or control what they may be about. They are about the world. We
will understand the world, and preserve ourselves and our
values in it, only insofar as we have a language that is alert
and responsive to it, and careful of it. I mean that literally.
When we give our plows such brand names as "Sod Blaster,"
we are imposing on their use conceptual limits which raise the
likelihood that they will be used destructively. When we speak
of man's "war against nature," or of a "peace offensive," we
are accepting the limitations of a metaphor that suggests, and
even proposes, violent solutions. When students ask for the
right of "participatory input" at the meetings of a faculty
organization , they are thinking of democratic process, but
they are speaking of a convocation of robots, and are thus
devaluing the very traditions that they invoke.
Ignorance of books and the lack of a critical consciousness of language were safe enough in primitive societies with
coherent oral traditions. In our society, which exists in an
atmosphere of prepared, public language-language that is
either written or being read-illiteracy is both a personal and a
public danger. Think how constantly "the average American"
is surrounded by premeditated language, in newspapers and
magazines, on signs and billbqards, on TV and radio . . He is
forever being asked to buy or believe SO.Q1ebody else's line of
goods. The line of goods is being sold, moreover, by men wh()
are trained to make him buy it or believe it, whether or not
he needs it or understands it or knows its value or wants it.
Mountain
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birthrigl1t, the works that have proved worthy of devoted
attention.
"Read not the Times. Read the Eternities," Thoreau
said. Ezra Pound wrote that "literature is news that STAYS
news." In his lovely poem, "The Island," Edwin Muir spoke
of man's inescapable cultural boundaries and of his consequent
responsibility for his own sources and renewals:

This sort of selling is an honored professi::m among us. Parents who grow hysterical at the thought that their son might
not cut his hair are glad to have him taught, and later employed, to lie about the quality of an automobile or the ability
of a candidate.
What is our defense against this sort of language-this
language-as-weapon? There is only one. We must know a
better language. We must speak, and teach our children to
speak, a language precise and articulate and lively enough to
tell the truth about the world as we know it. And to do this
we must know its literature. The only defense against the
worst is a knowledge of the best. By their ignorance people
enfranchise their exploiters.
But to appreciate fully the neccessity for the best sort
of literacy we must consider not just the environment of prepared language in which most of us now pass most of our lives,
but also the utter transience of most of this language, which
is meant to be merely glanced at, or heard only once, or read
once and thrown away. Such language is by defmition, and
often by calculation, not memorable; it is language meant to
be replaced by what will immediately follow it, like that of
shallow conversation between strangers. It cannot be pondered or effectively criticized. For those reasons an unmixed
diet of it is destructive of the informed, resilient, critical
intelligence that the best of our traditions have sought to
create and to maintain-an intelligence that Jefferson held to
be indispensable to the health and longevity of freedom. Such
intelligence does not grow by bloating upon the ephemeral
information and misinformation of the public media. It grows
by returning again and again to the landmarks of its cultural

Men are made of what is made,
The meat, the drink, the life, the corn,
Laid up by them, in them reborn.
And self-begotten cycles close
About our way; indigenous art
And simple spells make unafraid
The haunted labyrinths of the heart

These men spoke of a truth that no society can afford to
shirk for long: we are dependent, for understanding, and for
consolation and hope, upon what we learn of ourselves from
songs and stories. This had always been so, and it will not
change.
I am saying, then, that literacy- the mastery of language
and the knowledge of books- is not an ornament, but a
necessity. It is impractical only by the standards of quick
profit and easy power. Longer perspective will show that it
alone can preserve in us the possiblity of an accurate judgment
of ourselves, and the possibilities of correction and renewal.
Without it, we are adrift in the present, in the wreckage of
yesterday, in the nightmare of tomorrow. •

CLEARING THEW A Y
Hands grip and slide
against the hickory handle,
muscles remembering
unused paths , as tender hands
return to the axe.
The narrow tree
spits chips,
accepting the steel
with a fmal spasm :
shower of redbud blossoms.
-Larry Simpson

Larry Simpson, born in Somerset, Kentucky, now lives in Cincinnati, Ohio,
where he works at the Cincinnati General Hospital. His poems have appeared
in several publications including Images,
Anvil, and Stardancer.
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Lilly Mac Colllay on the hospital
bed, her frame as rigid as a weathered
shingle. Outside bells tolled through
the valley.
Her eyes were shut, as she thought
hard. What was that the preacher'd
said last Sunday?
"May the beauty of the earth
and sky go with you."
Her eyes sought the drooping
Blackeyed Susan which was set on the
windowsill in an old sassafras jar. Pain
gripped under her ribs, burning like a
bullet.
"Lilly? You all right?"
No sound came from the old woman's lips. Eh law, would she ever be
free of it? Her chest cramped again.
Her knobbed fingers plucked the
stiff, white sheet. The veins in her thin
arms flowed like twisting rivers. One,
larger, bulged like a dammed brook.
A needle, bigger than an oak splinter,
punctured it. Liquid running like sap
oozed through a tube, much as fluid
flowing from an old Maple.
She smiled, suddenly childlike,
remembering times with her Pa.
''Lilly?"
"What, Pappa?"
"You ready fur huntin'?"
"Never knew when I waren't."
The bowlegged child clutched her
Daddy's hand as they swung through
woods filled with Lady Slippers. Her
other hand clutched a rifle, much too big,
its snout dragging along the ground.
"Git you a bear?" He teased, his
beard full of sunshine.
"Settle fur a squirrel, I reckon."
Laughing, the child's eyes snapped like
a chipmunks; alert, watchful.
I sure was a good shot, she thought.
Learned when I was still crawlin'. Could
make bullets, too. Run em off when I
was knee high to a goose.
Ping. Ping. Lead seared the target
on the old Oak. Her fingers curled,
feeling once again the inlaid silver stock
of her first rifle.
"I'll get im, Pa."
Snuggling the gun to her shoulder,
Lilly focused on the ground hog, sitting
on a limb. Bang. Took me to the ground
that old gun did, but I skinned that
critter for dinner. Her back wrenched
as she thumped the mattress.
An ambulance screeched by, its
whistle sharper than a timber doodle.

A Cabin
and a
Cabbage
Patch
She covered her ears, remembering the
long drive to the city, her friend Emma
Jean fussing at her side. She didn't
belong here. Her woodsmoked cabin
and cabbage patch needed tending.
Woodsmoke. Not like this doctor
medicine smell. She longed for her
goose feathered bed. Herbs would have
fixed her just fme.
She turned, watching her long
time friend who kept vigil. A woven
basket crouched between her pudgy
knees. Hands flew over stitched muslin,
where cornflowers weaved through long
grass. In out. In out. The needle jabbed,
throbbing life into the old material.
Would her childhood friend sit there
forever? Would she never leave? Let an
old woman die in peace?
"Want anything, Lilly?" Emma
whispered.
Shaking her head, the woman's
white hair loosened from its bun, which
was still as thick as a wren's nest. She
gazed out the window, again, her eyes
seeking the mountains. A veil crossed the
peaks, wispy as a great white bird, whose
wings obliterated the mauve shadows of
the valleys. One of Lilly's feet smoothed
the rubber sheet, reminding her of the
days she waded in the oozing creek bed.
The foot was scarred deep, from
before . . .
"Lilly? Nellie? Marie? You
ready?" She could hear her brother's

Fiction by
Elizabeth Saltonstall

voice plain as then.
"Reckon."
The stars were still shining, polkadotting the black velvet night as the
children left for school.
"Wish we didn't have to go." Her
small sister, Marie, had whined. "Don't
care for schooling. Ruther be in bed."
Following their lanky brother,
the children stumbled down the steep
mountain path.
I liked it, she thought. It had
been worth it- the schooling. Sniffing,
her sharp nose recalled the new primer
smell, the chalky slate, the wrinkled
maps. Best of all was the way the schoolhouse smelled .. full of damp, steaming
mittens in winter, birch smoke in
autumn, wild roses and apple blossoms
in spring.
Crossing the streams on the five
mile walk was what she liked the best,
though. Sometimes the stream became
their path, and from there they followed it to the mountain laureled bank,
before reaching the swinging cordoroyed
brid_ge.
One day, trailing through the
stream, she had tripped.
"Ouch." She fell into the water.
like a wounded bird. Blood flowed from
the gash which grew deep and wide. Her
head dizzied as she lost consciousness
A cold cloth clung to her furrowed
\lount.ttll Knww
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forehead, droplets settling in weathered
lines. The striking, coiling varmint in her
chest squeezed relentlessly.
"Eh law, my bones are weary."
Her eyes opened, fixed on the dripping
fluid leaving the jar, not unlike the ones
she used for Rose Hip jam. I'm a nuisance, she thought. I should have met
Jeb before this. What sense to stay alive?
Her long fingers wove around one
another.
Papa always said , "Best hands for
sheep shearing I ever did see."
Mamma'd vow, "best hands for
churning , sure law."
"How about tatting?" She' d giggle
at the uneven stitches in her sampler.
'Bless our home
Father that we cherish the bread
Before there is none
Discover one another
Before we leave
4 Mountain Review

Enjoy each other for what we are
While we have time.
tilly H. Mac Coil. Aged ten. In the
year of our Lord , 1910.
Her Daddy was right. Her hands
were best at sheep cutting time.
She used to kneel by her lamb ,
Black Jack, hushing, soothing . "I
wouldn 't hurt you ," her lips murn;mred .
Tying down the wooly head, the color
of coal, she sponged his back, full of
coiling curls, cutting and snipping the
wool, with never a gash. After spreading
it in the April sun to dry , she stroked
the animal's back, her cheek pressing the
smooth skin.
One afternoon she had come upon
the lamb and an empty sack of soil
acid. Lying on his side , in the shelter of
the shed , he'd tried to raise his head ,
couldn't even bleat a welcome . . .
Hadn't thought of him in a long while.

The hospital room seemed very
quiet, and looking in the corner, Lilly
realized Emma was gone. The quilt
trailed to the floor , and a bulging sewing
bag hunched on the chair. Searching
the outdoors, past the wilting flower ,
she resolved to end her childhood dreams.
It was past time. Slowly her fmgers
clutched the needle , and pulled , leaving
a swinging tube . . .
A rope swayed in the wind . Lilly
was on her way back, running barefoot
down the rocky path , her jigging feet
flying. Reaching the rope swing , her
hands clung and pulled , as her legs
pumped her high where the white bird
flew. Far below a cabin huddled . Beside
it lay a patch where cabbage curled and
withered .
"Lilly? Miz Lilly?"
A breeze from the open window
carried narcissus , as bells pealed in Piney
Knob Gap·.

The Lightning
Tree
Fiction by Monty Simmons

From her garden, Anna watched
the wind move through the pines.
Branches rose and fell, rippled in the air
as if something moved through them,
touching just their tips or the deepest
limbs. Anna stood, still with watching.
"The secret," she thought, "I will know,"
and she had only to wait.
Married to Jacob Albert Simpson,
and five babies in the next five years.
For each of his children Jacob planted a
tree. He brought pine saplings from the
woods that ran through his pasture bottom, and planted them close to his house:
Three along the north wall to keep off
the wind, one at the end of the front
porch for afternoon shade, and the last
in the middle of the front yard. The
morning after the birth of each child,
Anna had been awakened at dawn by
the scrape of her husband's shovel in the
dirt and the rasp of his singing. She had
lain each time in silence, hearing the
planting, waiting for the baby beside
her to wake. She never wanted those

Monty Simmons is a member of the
editorial staff on the Roanoke Times
and World News and is a resident of
Floyd County in South-western Virginia.

trees. When Jacob planted the last one,
she stood on the porch and called out,
"Mr. Simpson, why are you putting that
right in the middle of the yard?" And he
had answered, "Purely for the pleasure of
us watching it grow, love. Purely for the
pleasure." "Not there," she had called.
But he said, "It's set, love. Right where
we can enjoy it most."
Deeper , Anna heard, "You'll take
this man. It's settled. There'll be no
more black hair and mustache. He won't
come back. You'll take this man," and
her father had snapped his gold watch
shut, dropped it deep in his vest pocket.
"This is your inheritance. I want grandchildren. It's set." She had married
Jacob Simpson.
Jacob Albert Simpson. He was a
man who took pleasure. He would watch
his fat pigs rooting in their muck and
smile at his good fortune and the glory of
God. He would watch the antics of his
chickens or gaze at the shapes of the
clouds to find something amazing and
new to relate to his wife at dinner. He
would stand on his front porch at the end
of the day watching his pine saplings and
his five little children in the yard, and call
out to Anna to come see the babies.
"Look at those fine children of ours ,

Anna. Growing up strong as the trees,
and twice as pretty." Then he would
loop his skinny arm around Anna's waist,
smile, and, as if he had just thought of
it, look at his wife and say, " Only God
can make a tree, Anna woman. Only God
can make a tree." Anna Simpson would
roll her hands tightly in her apron and
look over the children and her husband's
pines to the eighty-foot trees below.
"Those trees, Jacob ," she would think.
"Those mighty trees, yes," staring at the
black branches waving cool and stately
back at her. Then she would answer her
husband, "Supper will be ready soon."
Jacob Simpson's neighbors knew
that he was a man who took pleasure.
They had seen him pause on the sidewalk
in town or on the church steps and gaze
in awe at the five little children clutching his wife's hands and milling around
her legs. They had heard him say to himself at such times. "Only God can make
a tree," and one or two of them thought
they knew what he meant. They knew
Jacob Simpson held that only a few marriages were truly made in heaven, and
that he held himself lucky his was one of
the blessed few, lucky he had found Anna
Kratzer.
One or two of the others might
have thought instead that Anna Kratzer
was lucky to have found Jacob Simpson.
She was twenty-nine when they married;
he was twenty-one.
They had married in August.
The courtship was short. Jacob Simpson
had come to town in April, and, as he
told several people afterwards, had fallen
in love with Anna Kratzer at first sight.
He had seen her leaving the post office
and had not even waited to ask her name.
He had walked right up to her and said ,
"My name is Jacob Simpson, ma'm, and
I'd like to call." Anna Kratzer had pressed her letters against her blouse , blinked
at the short , skinny man, and walked
away without a word. Nevertheless,
Jacob Simpson had called. He sat in the
carpeted front room of Walter Kratzer's
house and drank tea with Anna and her
father. He came around regularly for
Tuesday night supper, and played cards
with Mr. Kratzer in the study for hours
while Anna sat by the window and sewed.
He accompanied Mr. and Miss Kratzer
to church every Sunday through the
summer , and before July had passed he
had asked for Miss Kratzer's hand.
Mountam
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"She's a quiet woman," Jacob
told Walter Kratzer, "and that 's why it
took her so long. But I know it was the
same for her as it was for me, all right.
She knew a good man when she looked
right at him. " And then he smiled his
open, toothy smile, and said , "I'll make
her a fine home ."
Jacob had bought the farm that
summer, too . He would provide bed and
board , he said , for his wife as soon as he
got her. It was a good farm with a house
and a barn already on it , a good pasture
bottom with a spring , and plenty of trees
at the foot of the hill . He drove Mrs.
Simpson out to his farm right after the
wedding, and the next spring he planted
his first pine.
Even at twenty-nine Anna Kratzer
was a tall, slender woman with thick
brown hair and high breasts. But she
wore her hair straight back, and she
never took her mother's pearls from the
box they had been left to her in. During
that summer of her courtship , Jacob
would often take her cool hand between
his and say, "Miss Anna, you have the
sweetest eyes I've ever seen. As bright as
diamonds, like a little bird's. You should
let your hair be soft around your face,
you're so pretty." Each time he brought
her flowers, he slipped one behind her
ear. She would pull it out and hand it
back to him, saying, " Don't be silly, Mr.
Simpson. I'm too old." When he
brought her little presents - shiny rocks
or red toadstools he had found on his
way over , a bird 's egg, or a red ribbon he would say , "It isn't much, but it
comes from the heart." Each time Anna
would take the gift and set it on the table
beside her. "Thank you ," she would say.
"My father will be pleased." And Jacob
would protest , " But it's for you!"
On her wedding day , Anna Kratzer
wore her best black dress with a lace
collar her father gave her just before
the service " Be happy, Anna girl," he
said.
On her wedding night , Anna
Simpson took down her hair from its
tight knot , then braided it back from the
sides of her face. She unpinned her
lace collar , wrapped it in tissue , and slid
it far back into a drawer in the dressing
table that Jacob had bought her. She
waited for her husband to leave the
room before she took off her best black
dress , and when he came back in , she
was already in bed with the cover pulled
6 Mountain Review

over her head. For over forty years
Jacob and Anna Simpson shared a house
and a bed , and never once did Anna
watch her husband undress, or let him see
her pale , hidden skin.
"You' re a quiet woman ," Jacob
said , "but you're the one for me , and I'm
lucky to have found you."
Anna was thirty when her first
child was born. In the fall and winter
of her pregnancy , she walked the farm.
She watched the toes of her black shoes
in the grey , frosted grass as she measured
the distance around the house , from the
house to the fence , around the edge
of the yard . She walked sometimes past
the garden to the barn, or around the
leaning woodshed. Often she hung over
the fence in front of the house , staring
down into the pasture bottom at the
trees. They were tall , heavy pines and
spruce, walling in the pasture and covering the ridge beyond . In the morning
light , every branch , every needle glittered
with light, and she thought it a kind of
magic . "They pull in the light ," she
thought. "They turn to light." And she
thought the trees were a vision for her,
a message. She wished she knew what it
meant.
When Anna Kratzer had been nineteen , she had known a fine, tall man with
heavy black hair and a mustache. He had
brought her flowers and sung to her in a
bass voice. He had told her that her eyes
were like enchanted pools, and she had
told him all her dreams.
Hanging over the fence , Anna Simpson thought of the fine , tall man and his
sweet words. Watching the black and silver trees shimmer in the sun , she went
over and over his words , and sometimes thought she heard "Wait" in the
sounds from the trees.
In the snow, when the trees were
black and wet, Anna crossed the fence
and walked down to them. In the dim
light , they were taller than she had imagined. They hung over her , and rustled
with the snow. She stood in the crisp ,
frozen needles at the base of the tallest
pine , and pulled down a heavy branch
over her . She smelled the sharp needles
and felt the snow crystals that shook
from them on her eyelashes and mouth.
She touched the cold branch to herself,
and closed her eyes and ears to the house
and the sounds of her husband at work.
The stiff branch scratched against her
coat as she breathed , and she could feel

her clouded breath warming the needles
close to her face . " Like the light ," she
thought. "Are they shimmering now?"
"Anna ," she heard . " Anna." And
she moved the branch back and forth
against her womb like a wand , whispering. "Tell me. Tell me." But the
wand slipped out of her hand and
snapped back up to its tree. Wet snow
dropped down on her in clumps , and
when she opened her eyes, her husband
was brushing it from her shoulders.
"Anna, woman . Anna. What are you
doing out here? You'll catch your death.
And now you got two to think of."
Jacob held her elbow lightly. "Come
back to the house, love, and I'll fix you
tea."
In the seventh month, the rain
melted the snow that was left hidden in
matted honeysuckle and under the
shaded banks around the house . Fog
lay next to the ground for days at a time,
and Anna, pressed against the window,
could not see the trees . When the steady
rain had turned to a mist, she wrapped
a scarf around her hair and walked to
the fence. But even from there she could
not see her trees , and by then she was too
heavy to cross over.
At supper, her husband said ,
"Anna, when this baby is born, I'm going
to plant a fine young pine from the pasture up here at the house for him and
you. They can grow up together, and the
tree won't ever leave us."
Anna stared at her husband. "Not
pine , Mr. Simpson. Plant apple or pear.
Something useful. But not pine:"
"Nonsense. I know how fond you are
of those pines in the bottom , love.
Pine it'll be . For the pleasure of the
mother.''
And when Anna Helena Simpson
had been born, her father had planted
pine next to the north wall of the house.
Three years after her marriage
Anna sat on the front porch shelling
peas with three babies at her feet. Two
tumbled in the grass and one lay on a
blanket waving his knotted red fists at
the sun. Already Anna knew that there
was a fourth. " Where will he put this
tree?" she thought. "Will he bring
another pine?'' She snapped the pods
between her thumb and finger and pulled
out the peas with her thumb. Her nail
was stained bright green and the side of
her finger stung from the two bushels
she had done the day before.

When Anna Kratzer had been
twenty-five, her father had called her in
from her garden and sat her in his cold
front room. "Anna, you're getting old.
You'll never marry now. A waste, a
waste, but I'll take care of you. You
must begin to follow my business. You
must act as my secretary now so that
you will know about matters." Anna
looked at the patterned carpets in her
father's front room and his great mahogany desk. "You have been foolish
girl," he said. "You need not have been
so particular waiting around for black
hair and a mustache. That man was no
good. He left easy enough. You'd have
done better to take someone solid when
they asked you instead of waiting around
for someone who would go so easily. I
tell you this for your own good . But,
now it's too late." Her father had rubbed
his thin hands, and had begun to teach
her the business.
When Anna Kratzer had been
twenty-nine, she married a wiry, brown
man with a wide, toothy smile because
her father said, "This is your last chance,
girl." When Anna Simpson had been
thirty-two, she held her father's thin,
dry hand as he died, and heard him
whisper again and again. "I only wanted
you happy."
In the summers as the children
grew, Anna Simpson worked in her garden and steamy kitchen. In the evenings,
she walked the farm, stepping off the
yard, following the fence, shooing the
children back up to the house and the
wiry , little man who stood on the porch
calling to her about the antics of his
chickens or the funny cloud he had seen.
He called to her of the unusual good
growth the pines at the side of the house
had gotten this year, and predicted a
good year for the children , too. He called
to her that it was a remarkable lovely
evening , one that they could be thankful
for , and that he was the luckiest man in
the world to have a marriage made in
heaven.
Anna stood at the fence , hearing
his voice and the confusion of the children around him, and she looked into
the pasture. Her trees were tall and
black, pulling in the evening light from
around their feet , leaving wide shadows.
Their top branches gleamed with the sunset as if they had been oiled , and she
imagined that she could smell their

sweet sap in the dew. She wondered at
the great trees. They could be prophets,
&he thought, or soothsayers disguised for
farm life. They could be guides. In the
twilight, she spread her fingers across the
fence and tried to suck in the last of the
sun like the trees. She stiffened her
fingers like needles, and willed them to
gleam. "To know," she said softly, "a
sign." But the light seeped away, and the
the trees sent her no message.
In the years as the children grew,
Anna Simpson said little to her husband. It was not necessary. Jacob
chatted about a hundred things on the
farm every day, and, in town or with
neighbors , he marveled at his good fortune, that his pigs and chickens were so
healthy, that he had such fine children
and a marriage made in heaven. He spoke
openly and with pleasure of the generosity of his father-in-law, and of what a
fine man he had been. Then he took
Anna's thin arm and grinned , "But not
half so fine as his lovely daughter." And
he laughed with his neighbors at the compliment and pleasure.
Jacob was a man who took pleasure. He congratulated every new father,
and wished him children as fine as the
Simpsons'. He suggested that a growing
tree would be an appropriate tribute to
the child, and something that would provide lasting pleasure for the mother. He
attended every wedding, pulling his quiet
wife along, to shake the groom's hand
and say he'd done well by himself if he'd
done even half so well as Jacob Simpson.
He danced with every pretty girl and
drank with every working man , and never
failed to point out his handsome wife and
five pretty children sitting right over
there.
At parties, Anna Simpson sat with
the women and looked at the hands in
her lap or the round toes of her black
shoes. She watched her wiry children
prancing around their father' s feet ,
and she watched the other mothers
with their light and golden heads , their
slender waists, as they bounced fat
babies on their knees, or handed children over to grandmothers and went off
to dance with some tall , handsome man
with a mustache. When her husband
beamed at her from across the room ,
Anna smoothed her stiff hair back flatter
from her face and shifted her own skinny
baby to her other knee. She could feel
the bones of her arms and legs through

her thin skin , and she refused to dance.
In the winters as the children grew ,
Anna sewed. She made warm dresses
with deep pockets and darts for the girls,
and jackets with wooden buttons for the
boys. She made flannel shirts with
wider and wider girths for her husband,
and heavy, grey shirtwaists with narrow
shoulders and wide seams for herself.
She sat by the fire in the evenings while
Jacob dozed and the children slept , watching the flames curl around the logs
and seep into the bark. "Still the light,"
she thought. "Still the power to gather
the light," and she opened her hands ,
palms out , to the fire. When the moon
was full, or nearly so , she would walk
to the window and watch the black pines
grow silver with frost. But there was
never a sign.
When Anna Simpson was fifty-four,
the last child married and moved away.
At the wedding Anna wore her best black
dress and the faded lace collar she had
worn only five other times in her life.
She pinned her coarse hair back in a knot
and sat through the service without
hearing a word. All of her sons had
grown into wiry, brown men, and all of
her daughters had wide, toothy grins.
At sixty-three Anna Simpson was
thin, as flat and straight as a ladder-back
chair. Her hands were stiff and stained
deep brown from the dirt of her garden.
Her face was cracked with tiny lines, like
the varnish on an old table , and her eyes
had grown as sharp and glittering as
amber. In the evenings she walked the
farm , awkwardly twisting her ankles
around in their black shoes, holding her
arms straight at her sides like canes.
She walked between her husband' s rangy
pines and the north side of the house, she
circled the woodshed and walked up to
the barn , she followed the fence around
the yard. She glared down at her pines ,
waving their black and silent arms at her ,
nodding their gleaming heads in the last
light , and she stretched her brittle arm
across the fence , pointing. "Liars,"
she said . But no sign. Over thirty years
and no answer. No light.
Jacob told his wife every day that
he missed the children. " Wouldn' t it be
fine to have them back again , Anna?" he
said. " They were a great pleasure to us ,
weren't they, Anna woman ?" He
knocked the ashes from his pipe against
the porch railing and dug in his pocket
for tobacco. "But we have the trees,
Mountain Rt"vit"w

don't we? Grew up as fine as the children
and they won't ever leave us. It's nice
to have the trees. A comfort."
Anna stared at her husband with
glittering eyes.
"A good life, Anna. What husband
could have given you more love? We've
been truly happy. A marriage made in
heaven ."
Anna held her fingers stiff against
her skirt. "What woman could have
done more for you, Jacob Simpson?"
she thought. "What more than a farm
and five children that you
wouldn't have tortured me with trees?"
In the years after his children left,
Jacob Simpson took pleasure in his grandchildren. On Sunday afternoons he called
them all home to him and sat them on
the porch in the shade of his fourth pine,
and told them stories of amuzing things
he had seen his chickens do, or of the
shapes of clouds he had once seen that
had reminded him of them or of their
parents, or of the time he had found their
grandmother all covered with snow and
shivering under the big trees. Anna sat
stiffly, her sharp fingers spread on the
chair's arms, her glittering eyes pointed in
some direction and her rough, brown skin
drawn tight about her mouth. "Your
grandmother's tired," Jacob whispered
to the children. "Don't worry her,
now."
Anna's grandchildren thought she
was a witch, and they told each other
in whispers that her skin was hot as fire
when it was lightly and obediently
kissed. Her hair had turned to silverwhite, and when the sun shone on the
crown of her head, it gleamed with a
light of its own.
On weekday evenings, the two
would sit on their porch alone, Jacob
chatting, Anna rocking her creaking
chair. "The years have been good to
us, Anna," Jacob would say. "Fifty
nine and tough as nails."
"I am sixty-seven."
"And strong as an oak!" Jacob
would cry, squeezing his wife's thin
knee. "Finest woman God ever made
And I'm a lucky man."
Anna held her brown hands
still and rocked. "Anna Kratzer,
Anna Kratzer," she heard in the wooden
creaking. "Anna Kratzer, long ago,"
like a whisper. She no longer sewed. In
the evenings she sat and rocked. Forty
years. Still her father's money, and
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He cleared his throat. "We could
her dry throat catching at the sight of
do with some rain."
every tall and mustached man "Anna
Kratzer, Anna Kratzer." She no longer
Anna rocked her chair and watched
gardened or accompanied Jacob to town.
the wind move the trees. She watched
Stiff and brittle , she rooted herself, held
the branches rise and fall, twist back
her whole self still. "Anna Kratzer. Wait,
and shudder in the breeze. The late
wait." It was the slightest sound , and it
afternoon light dappled across them,
never came from the creak of her chair.
laying spots bare and silver, or black with
Something deeper: her father talking to
the shadows of clouds. "I'm going in,"
the mustached man , holding his arm as they she said, and she rose and went.
walked in the garden. She listened over
On summer evenings they would
sit on the porch watching the sky until
the sound of her husband's voice, but
the stars came out. At times, Jacob
could not hear.
would point out the changes in the
Jacob knocked his pipe against his
clouds. "Ought to be nice tomorrow,"
knee, blew and sucked it clean. He pulled
he would say, and suck on his pipe.
out his tobacco pouch and dipped in his
Or, "Coming up a storm."
pipe. "Anna, love," he said, as if he had
They sat, Jacob by the the door
just thought of it, "I tell you we're lucky.
and Anna at the corner of the porch to
To have a marriage made in heaven."
see around her husband's last tree. "I
He reached across the arm of her chair
never wanted those trees," she thought,
and patted her stiff hand. "A fine marand she looked around its branches to
riage."
the fence and the trees beyond.
"Stop saying that." Anna SimpThey sat and watched the black
son's voice was dry as tinder. Her husclouds accumulate over the ridge. Jacob
band turned to look at her, his lips just
pointed out the swooping birds, the
pursed for his pipe. "Don't ever say
snapping breeze. Lightning flashed,
that again."
and Jacob counted the seconds until
"But Anna woman. Why? You
the thunder. "Pretty close. We best
know from the first minute I laid my
get in." He started to rise, but lightneyes on you . . . "
ing shot through the air again, with a
"From the first minute you knew
dry, splitting crack that hurt his ears.
which woman was Walter Kratzer's
"Something's hit," he said. "Sure
wealthy daughter."
enough, something's hit and close with
Jacob Simpson lay his pipe on the
that one."
railing of the porch, taking care to set
Anna Simpson felt the sound and
it parallel to the edge, then laying it on
the shock of the light. She raised her
its side.
brittle body and stared into the yard.
"No young man, not even an
"The
trees." Her husband didn't hear.
ugly one, falls in love with a spinster.
"The
tree's
struck."
A woman abandoned. No man. Unless
The
smell
of smoke and electricity
she's rich."
blew
onto
the
porch.
Jacob walked into
Jacob Simpson touched his wife's
the
yard,
toward
the
pasture
fence.
cracked cheek. "Anna, woman." He
"Lordy
Anna,
look
at
that."
He pointed
could only whisper. "All these years?
across
the
fence
to
the
tall
pine
in the
And that's what you thought?"
pasture.
"Split
right
down
the
middle
She pulled her face away. Her
and burned black as coal."
mouth was a black knot of fury and hate.
Half the great pine dangled free
"That's what I know."
and
smoking
from the splintered trunk.
Jacob picked up his pipe again and
The
exposed
wood
was streaked and
put it in his mouth. He tried to light it,
charred,
and
from
the
porch the whole
but his fingers trembled, and he laid it
tree
looked
rotten
and
hollow, burned
back on the rail. He slipped his damp
out
and
black.
hands into his pockets, and stared out
"We're lucky it missed the house,"
into the yard. The wind was up and
Jacob
said. He walked back to the porch
tossing the branches of his fifth pine.
and
stood
beside his chair. "Yes sir,
"Wind's got up. Might rain." He blinked
We sure are lucky."
Anna
woman.
his burning eyes. "My God. My wife,"
Anna Simpson leaned against
but over the wind he could barely hear
the rail, her fingers too stiff to grasp it,
his words.
and said nothing.{'>
Anna Simpson said nothing.

Walkin' Proud
"Walkin' Proud" first appeared in Hill & Valley magazine.

A poem by Virginia Harrison
Cory Millar was fit-to-be tied
plum full of door-slammin'
hair-pullin' anger.
That high-and-mighty Bro. Stone
he'd get his comeuppance
she knowed he would.
Cory just had to talk to somebody
but she' d have to take her corset off, first
'fore she done ANYTHING ,
it was laced so tight
she couldn' t hardly breathe.

Cory was a 'born again' Christian

Lord, my man's tired,

and during the last few weeks

wore hisself out

settin' by Jim's bed

diggin' for a livin'

she had found it as easy to talk to the Lord

for me and the boys.

as talkin' with Hattie Jonson over the back fence.

Look at his fingernails-coal dust.

She made herself comfortable

don't make him wait, Lord.

picked up the Pryor Funeral Home fan
and began to rock.

He don't have no papers
only a union card.
His pockets are empty,

"Calm me down, Lord,
wash-out this woman-bitterness.
You know Preacher Stone had no cause
downin' Jim like that

(the nice little dreams he used to carry he was always promising me a white gold wedding ring
SOMEDAY-

in front of all them people

all dried up and blowed away).
He won't beg or push,

a-harpin' over and over

he's gentle, proud,

'Except a man be horned again.

never been beholden to a livin' soul.

'til I thought I'd scream.

(you know that, Lord,

It was all I could do

he wouldn't even lean on You.)

to hold my tongue
but Jim kept whisperin'
'Now, now, Cory, don't you worry 'bout me.'

He '11 knock once
then walk away.
Don't let hinl, Lord!

Jim's up there, ain't he?

Jim's name b'longs in the Lamb's Book of Life

left me three days ago.

fight on page one

I held on long's I could

I don't care what Bro. Stone says.

but he slipped away easy like,

Ain't nary one of the Saints

the way he used to slip out the back door

good enough to wash Jim's feet.

on union business.
There I was a-holdin' his hand

Settin' here

and him-done gone.

rememberin' things like the bright pieces in a patchwork quilt

He looked so pitiful

the tiny, silky scraps

them last few days

put there to make it pretty
settin' in the porch swing evenin's with Jim

thin

Jim always whistlin' Red Wing

stooped
disappointed
and that hackin' cough.

the Show Boat down at Coalburg
the sewin' machine Jim got me our first Christmas

I was only sixteen when I come to Cabin Creek

all the time knowin' it wasn't no use

met Jim at a party-playin' post office

to Rit the bedspread

Qust like yesterday, I remember it)

or move the riby furniture

me and him got married right off

or even clean the winders

and went to housekeepin' at Eskdale.

without wallpaper it wasn 't no use a-tall.
I'd go on tryin' to make-do

I was a little old bitty thing- size three shoe

'til I couldn't stand it no longer

and not worth a diddly-squat in the kitchen.

then I'd start on Jim-

But I had Jim

(Why don't you try the Glass Plant?)

three rooms of brand new furinture

He knowed I'd keep it up

and a Rumford cookbook.

'till my restless spell wore off,

I was the happiest girl on Cabin Creek

so he'd just work in the garden till dark

walkin' proud

and come in dead tired.

takin' a Larkin order

Lord, what makes the rememberin' hurt so bad?

interducin' myself as
MISTRESS JAMES MILLAR.

I smiled
when they come to set us out

Rememberin'

tryin' to be brave for Jim

the dark ugly pieces

but it took some do in'.

that scratch and prick

There's no measuring

big, serviceable pieces

how much wretchedness

that never wear out -

and heartache

the awful dreams of kettle bottoms, explosions

you can cram in a tent.

(I made Jim stay home from work once, the dream

Ours had the most.

was so real)
'reckon when daddy's goin' buy us some milk'
movin' up this God-forsaken holler so we could have
a garden and a cow
the men takin' away my sewin' machine 'fore I got my
white serge dress finished.

No corners for hidin' things,
I just piled self-pity up
like dirty laundry-ever 'where
and prayed Jim wouldn't notice.
He did ,
never said a word ,

waitin' seventeen years for a Maytag

never whistled either,

the strikes and lay-offs

just ached inside.

always wantin' wallpaper and never no money
to buy it with

It's funny , Lord , how You step in.

always doin' without

I didn't nag
I did ask him once

Lord, You won' t understand
but a woman's GOT to have wallpaper in the spring.
I'd get the fidgets

why he didn't try Do Point.
'I'm a miner. That's alii know.'
Then one day he up and said

wantin' what I knowed I couldn't have

'We're rnovin' , Honey ,

but I'd go on wantin' anyway

can't stay here with the baby cornin'.'

He'd got on at Consolidated

'I sure am proud', she said real snippy-like,

and we moved to Kayford.

'that my man's never had to scab.'

With a floor under my feet

She'd been slurrin' ME all week,

and curtains at the winders

now she was startin' on Jim.

and the baby comin' and all

Well , I stood there bitin' my tongue

Lord, I was happy.

tryin' to count to ten,

I tell you

but the devil got in me SO BIG -

I cleaned up a storm

I throwed my religion up on the clothesline

scrubbed and sung

b'side Jim's old work pants

scrubbed and sung

and took off.

never minded the mornin' sickness one bit.

We fit to a fare-you-well

That morn in' I found the switches -

pulled hair and ever'thing.

I follered Jim to the door

Jim never did find out,

to tell him to be careful

never let on if he did.

and kiss him good-by

I was a reg'lar little pepperpot then,

just like I'd been doin'

but I'll always be touchy 'bout Jim, I reckon.

(the boys say we're too old for that now)
and there laid a whole bunch of switches

Funny how things work out ,

on the porch- BIG AS BEAN POLES.

Hattie's in the kitchen fixin' supper right now,

'It ain't no thin', Jim said,

best neighbor I've got.

but I knowed better.
All that winter things happened -ugly things
'SCAB' painted on the toilet door in GREAT BIG
letters

I aimed to leave Jim once.
There I was with two babies in diapers

(I like to never broke Junior)

clothesline cut, I don't know how many times

and Lo and Behold when Frankie was three months old

it got so we couldn't leave nothin' on the back porch

I got that way again.

Jim was even shot at once
but what hurt Jim more'n anything else -

I like to went out of my mind three babies and no washin' machine

his best friends wouldn't even 'howdy'

and Jim a-workin' one and two days a week.

when they passed him in the road

Well, one day I was doublin' up diapers

Hate run like a muddy creek 'round our house that winter

and my tear bag a-hangin' low-

and I didn't understand it a-tall.

I marched right in the bedroom
and dragged out our old suitcase

Jim never did live that down.

and started to pack -just like that.

After we moved here

I was all mixed up

I was out hangin' up clothes one day

didn't have the least idy where to go

and Hattie Jon son come out

so I hid the suitcase under Jim's old army uniform

with her nose up in the air
(the kids had been fussin' and we wasn't speakin')

'till I could get things straightened out
in my mind.

Well, I was about ready
(planned on catchin' the train the next morin')

to clean the mud offn his boots.
The Millar footprints had been leadin'

I'd washed my hair and ever'thing

up to the driftmouth for three generations,

and here come Jim

ever since Great-Grandaddy Millar went to layin' track

a-whistling' Red Wing as usual.

at thirteen.

He stopped dead - in the doorway
and just stared at my hair

Jim couldn't go no other way

hangin' down 'round my shoulders,

his boots was settin' in them footprints

'Lord, if you ain't the prettiest thing!

the day he was horned,

I hope the baby's a girl with red hair like yours.

and me a-tuggin' at him all the time

We'll name her Cory after you.'

'bout Do Point and the Glass Plant."

Soon's I got a chance I unpacked fast enough,
throwed things ever-which-way,

"Mom?"

then I jumped in and baked Jim
a GREAT BIG rhubarb pie.

"I'm all right, Son."

I never seen ANYBODY eat rhubarb pie like Jim.

"Tommy. I didn't want him
and Jim wanted a girl

Settin, here

so You made him SPECIAL,

the rememberin' tastes so bitter-

red hair and a jeweled brain.

! hated the coal camps

He had to quit New River State

the Molly Grub

when his daddy got sick.

the Friends' Society hand-me-downs

Jim looked so shabby at Tommy's graduation

Jim never drawin' any good money

but he was awful proud.

the boys doin' without bicycles and class rings

Our Tommy was the smartest one in the class

and sometimes I hated Jim

made a speech he wrote hisself.

for keepin' me trapped up this holler

'We'll get him through college, Cory,

with its washboard livin',

we'll manage somehow.'

always do in' without.

But I knowed better.

(W'y, Jim never owned but one suit in his life -

I knowed Jim couldn't fight the asthma

a cheap serge from Sears'en Roebuck.

four more years.

But I put my foot down - I laid him away

I'm bein' picky but I can't help it,

in a GOOD suit -from Frankenberger's.)

John L. Lewis DID send his daughter
to some fancy girls' school, didn't he?

Settin' here with Jim them last few days
I seen it all, plain;
Jim was the trapped one,
led on year after year by promises of good wages,

It does a body good to throw out plunder

a decent livin', always believing,

that's been gettin' in the way

used, betrayed by men not good enough

for years, gettin' in the way of
walkin' proud.

Virginia Harrison is a retired teacher with 40 years experience
teaching coal miner's children on Cabin Creek in West Virginia.

Don't let me drag any of it back, Lord,
PLEASE." ..

Stripping
Appalachian
Soul: The New
Left's
Ace
In The Hole

An essay by Bill Best
D r i n g the early 1930's, a young theologian carne to an
Appalachian college to undertake a special mission. Upon his
arrival, he was given this charge by the college president:
"You are here to build a golden bridge from an impossible
mountain theology to the modern world." The theologian
took his task very seriously and left his post only when called
several years later to train others to bring similar enlightenment to other dark corners of the world.
Many years later, during the early 1970's, I chanced to
meet that theologian, who in the meantime had become very
well known, and I received a first hand account of his Appalachian adventures. After giving me a detailed description
of his activities and programs, he then lamented that Appalachia was still in such sad shape and concluded forcefully:
"We must rid these mountaineers of their impossible theology
just as we must rid them of the worms in their stomachs."
That gentleman spoke out on behalf of a great number
of visitors to the mountains during the first two-thirds of the
twentieth century-some whose visits lasted only a few days
and some who visited for .many years. For reasons to be
examined later, most remained visitors-never fully accepted
by or accepting of the culture and people serving as their
hosts.
Many, if not most, were from what we euphemistically
refer to as the "left" including the liberal left, the Marxist
left, the humanist left, and the Communist left (especially in
the 1930's). They shared a common belief in the uplifting
power of reason (assuming one accepted their premises and
Bill Best, from the Crabtree Community in Haywood County,
North Carolina, is the director of the Upward Bound Program
at Berea College, Berea, Kentucky.
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would agree to reason deductively only), and a belief in the
overwhelming importance of material things. They also
shared a contempt for the cultural modes and motifs prevalent
throughout the mountains and lifted their eyes unto the hills
and to the inhabitants therein which they had come to variously save, redeem, educate, house, feed, clothe, etc. ad infinitum
and sometimes ad nauseum. Few bothered to question their
own motives, values, or philosophical and theological assumptions by which they had formulated their plans and actions.
Things sure have changed!!! Or have they????
When we look back at those days, which appear so
quaint now to us, it is tempting to snicker and assert that such
could never happen again. Let us not be so naive!
While missionary activity of both the secular and religious types slowed down during the 1950's, the Civil Rights
Revolution of the 1960's set in motion a chain of events
which resulted in many of the "left" being left temporarily
without mission hitching posts. Their guilt was still there to
be assuaged, but impertinent and ungrateful Blacks, Chicanos,
and Indians shunted them aside from leadership roles and
decided to manage their own uplift and liberation efforts.
Appalachia was thus set up for a massive invasion of
doers of good such as had not been seen in many decades.
No Appalachian stomach worm was safe, no mountain theology inviolate, and no life style immune from scrutiny. We
were to be saved whether or not we agreed with the diagnoses
or the proposed cures for our various and assorted maladies.
It must be mentioned also, that two well-known works
of surrealistic fiction published during the sixties served as a
catalyst to inspire action by many people. Yesterday's People
by Jack Weller and Night Comes To The Cumberlands by
Harry Caudill served to confirm the dominant outside views

of Appalachia as being a downtrodden land populated by an
even more downtrodden people.* Weller's clarion call to
action: "We, the outsiders, must have the long-range plans
and move the mountaineer along one decision at a time.
Certainly we have to think in terms of 'five years from now,'
lest the slowness of the pace utterly discourage us," (page
145) became the unofficial battle cry of thousands of War On
Poverty warriors who were so confident and cocky that even
the most skeptical among us had to wonder if they did not
have the Divine Right to set us straight.
Appalachia was thus rediscovered once again as poverty
permeated the national consciousness. The stage was set for
Appalachia's newest growth industry, and the hills resounded
to the sounds of marching feet of warriors answering the call
to tunes being played by glamorous politicians and highpowered academicians.
Purely by chance, I happened to meet and be able to
observe some of the first "volunteers" to be "trained" to work
in Appalachia during the mid-sixties. My wife and I were dormitory directors where some of the first Appalachian Volunteers were housed during one of the first training sessions
which was held in and around Berea.
On the fust night of their stay, we were awakened about
four am. by a group wishing to get an early start. They asked
to leave their musical instruments on our kitchen floor while
they were out "helping the poor". We were so dumbfounded
by such a request at such an hour that by the time we came to
our senses, our kitchen was full of musical instruments, and
some of the first f'Appalachian volunteers" were hot on the
trail of poverty.
As it turned out, that particular group was very selfconsciously helping the poor. They had brought along a television truck to record their achievements and to inform the
folks back home. Their first project was to paint an abandoned two-room schoolhouse which had just been consolidated with another two-room one to make a four-room school
for four grades. The local people being filmed didn't mind
at first but later became very angry and upset at the demeaning way their community was portrayed on a television program. To this day, volunteers have not been welcomed orallowed back into that community.
It would be unfair to paint the results of all early Appalachian Volunteer work with the same brush. I'm sure that
some good was accomplished by individual volunteers in some
areas of Appalachia. I will not quarrel with those who know
of such, and I applaud those whose efforts ended on a positive
note for both parties. However, I believe that such was the
exception and not the rule. I further believe that there are
dynamics of personality interaction which make it nearly
impossible for a non-mountaineer to come in on a temporary
basis for helping reasons, regardless of the length of stay,
and achieve results which serve both the needs of the helper
and those being helped.
The generalizations and analyses which follow are based
on many years of observations of helping efforts, many
conversations with helpers, considerable study of mountain

*

In fairness, it must be noted that Caudill has written
some accurate critiques of industrial exploitation and land
ownership patterns detrimental to Appalachia.

culture (s) and personalities, and study of personality types
oriented toward volunteerism and change "agentism".
It seems to me that most of the helping persons who
have come into the mountains since the early sixties fall into
three basic types: the liberal left, the Marxist left, and the
humanist left. Their common characteristics are much more
prevalent than their differences and will be discussed first.*

l:ir

most common and dominant characteristic is a
moral code based on guilt. They feel that part of their materiallargess and relative social privilege have been gained, at least
partially, at the expense of those "less fortunate" ( conceptualized in a remote, abstract, collective sense), and wish to partially assuage that guilt through the gift of sacrifice (time spent
in service to others). They are being punished by consciences
that will not let them rest easily without "doing something".
Another common characteristic is a relatively highly
developed cognitive facility. They are usually well schooled,
highly verbal, and articulate .. They have been taught early in
life the power and privilege gained by using words in the appropriate sequence and manner. They are also quite skilled
in deductive reasoning. On the otherhand, and probably due
to a dearth of experiential knowledge, their inductive skills
are very poorly developed, and they are usually not very intuitive or reflective at all-characteristics which do not endear
them to many sensitive mountain people who see them as bulls
in china shops.
Another common and pervasive characteristic is an insensitivity to spiritual and aesthetic concerns of mountain
people and a paradoxical desire to use artistic processes and
products and spiritual and "soul" events and activities for
their own narrowly defined political purposes. They eagerly
collect the products of mountaineer's imaginations as typified
in craft, story and song and desire only the best and most
"pure" products, but fail dismally to understand the heart
and mind of the producer of the art, song, or craft thus
supposedly cherished.
Their world is usually one of materials, quantities, and
power relationships. Individuals, as such, have no value
except as numbers of bodies in the collective sense. "Collective", in fact, is one of their favorite words (especially the
Marxists). The trees cannot be seen and/or appreciated because of the forest.
They share a belief in the perfectability of man when
given the proper environmental circumstances, while differing
as to the defmition of that perfection-a situation which
necessarily leads to numerous power squabbles. They have
had difficulty managing the organizations which they "liberated" during the sixties. The "Power To The People" slogan
which began in the sixties can be more accurately translated
as "Power To The New Elite", and subsequently and most
accurately as "Power To Me".

*
I am aware that many anarchists and others simply out.
for a lark also came into the mountains. I do not propose
to include them in this analysis since their reasons for being
here were and are not internally consistent.
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Lastly, they are grim and humorless. They see humor
as evidence of human frailty rather than as a very rich and
rewarding way of dealing with that frailty. Humor also seems
to detract from the struggle to return "power to the people"
and uses up valuable time which could more profitably be
spent thinking up new struggle themes and power schemes.
Although members of the three groups are, indeed,
birds of a feather, they flock uneasily together. They do
have some differences:
The liberal left allows for the possible validity of some
forms of religion, and many are even ministers themselves who
have abandoned the pulpit in search of a "wider ministry".
The Marxists and humanist left see little good corning from
religion, but the humanists seem less overtly opposed to
religious forms and practices than do the Marxists. Paradoxically (but not really), those of a Marxist persuasion frequently organize along religious lines in that they use holy
writ, ritualized forms of expression, forms of sanctions,
rites, etc.
My experiences with liberals, especially the self-professing ones, indicate that most are from relatively prosperous and
privileged backgrounds. These backgrounds serve to magnify
the contrasts they see between their own outlooks and values
and those they "see" in Appalachia. Many are also very
innocent and politically naive, a situation which could be due
to the "hot house" nature of their cultural upbringings.
Marxists, on the other hand, come from many differing
backgrounds and include in their number a substantial number
from "blue collar" and labor families. They are usually politically very astute, although very self defeating at times, and
are frequently able to con liberals into doing some of the less
pleasant political tasks. I have also noticed that Marxists
from blue collar backgrounds are less likely to share in the
most important leadership roles and often serve at the pleasure
of those from professional backgrounds.
Humanists seem the least rigid ideologically and less
overtly hungry for power. I have met very few professing
humanists and find it harder to accurately generalize about
them. They seem to cut across the entire socio/cultural
spectrum and seem the most likely to backslide or relapse
into the cultural motifs giving them nurture. They come
closest to being able to have rapport with mountain people.
The most all encompassing characteristic of members of
the left is the relative absence of what psychologists would
call affective development - the development of those characteristics and personality traits which we usually associate
with the arts: feelings , intuition , inductive reasoning based on
experiential knowledge, and the spiritual dimension of religion. Psychologically , Appalachian culture contains profusely
those characteristics most lacking development in the psychic
structure of individuals from the left. Appalachian culture
contains large doses of sensuousness, emotion, and spirituality,
and promotes inductive reasoning and intuition, and creativity
and sensitivity in the arts (as contrasted with mere technique
or mere appreciation).
It is my contention that our helpers from the left
come here more to be healed than to help- to partake of
the psychic nurture that, for many reasons, escaped them or
eluded them during their formative years. Appalachian
"Soul" is their "Ace In The Hole", just as surely as coal is
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"Kentucky's Ace In The Hole", because Appalachian Soul can
help heal the split of the psyche caused by overindulgence in
things material, quantitative, and conceptually abstract and
the concurrent denial or suppression of feelings, spirituality,
and the arts (as creative participant).
Paradoxically, (to again use my favorite term for this
article), as the left strip our soul (s) in order to be made whole,
they get the good press, (because they so often control the
press), and we end up again holding the bag-left again with
the problems of reclamation. The public is misled because
what is reported as happening is not really what happens.
This, of course, is a situation which is not new to us. It's
really just the latest chapter in a seemingly endless charade.
Appalachia will again be discovered before long. Let's do it
ourselves next time !.a.

A MOUNTAIN HERITAGE
A mountain heritage
is hard to lose .
Like a bold morning
shadow it pursues ,
reaching out,
touching others
before you speak or move.
You may try to lose
it among sophisticated
trappings , suave manners ,
boulevards , avenues ;
like a shy noon shadow
it wanes , yet never
fully disappears .
This mountain heritage
surfaces in moot degrees ,
now bold , now timid ,
depending on where you stand
or whom you t ry to please .

-Joan Wyrick Ellison
A kindergarten teacher in the Hazard,
Kentucky, City School Sy stem, Joan
Wyrick Ellison is a native Kentuck ian
but lived in We st Virginia for twenty
years. Sh e and her husband, a Presby terian minister, have three grown children and one granddaughter.

Red Granny was a midwife in the Kentucky mountains. People went to see her
when there were births or deaths of their kin and she always did what she could. But
after Grandpa passed away our family sometimes went to stay all night with Red Granny
because she was getting kindly old , up in her nineties. She would sit in front of her stone
fireplace and tell stories. She always insisted the stories were true , that they had really
happened back in the olden days. Finally , the time came for Red Granny to join Grandpa and she was laid to rest beside him, up on the South Mountain, where the sun shines
longest in the evenings. Today the field around their log house is overgrown with weeds
and I have forgotten most of the stories Red Granny told , but there is one I remember
distinctly even now.
The young man had his heart set on building his home on a particular knoll. When
the log cabin was finished he would carry his new bride across the threshold. The knoll
that he had resolved to build on was halfway up the mountain , surrounded by tall pine
trees. Where the knoll ended and the mountain slanted upward again was a small cave the
size of a baby's head. When the young man began building the house he put his fireplace
at this hole in the rock. He didn't wall the hole off, but shaped his fireplace around it ,
liking the idea of having some of the smoke go back into the hole , while most went up
the chimney.
One snowy day just before Christmas the house was completed and the newly
married couple moved in. The upcoming night promised to be cold, so in preparation
the young husband built a roaring fire for the first time in the fireplace . Then the young
couple went to bed safe and warm, proud of their new home .
However, the hole in their fireplace was the Winter home of most of the rattlesnakes which roamed the valley during the Summer. And as the young couple made love
for the first time in their new home the fire warmed the snakes , woke them from their
winter hibernation, and smoke made it impossible for them to stay where they were. Out
of the hole hundreds of them crawled , and when the fire died away to a few glowing
embers , they came through the fireplace and into the room. Here in the warmth of the
room the rattlesnakes curled up and went to sleep.
In the morning the girl woke first, Snakes were everywhere, balls of them lay ,
underneath the rocking chair and some were in the now cold fireplace. They were on all
sides of the bed , their dull brown spotted bodies gleaming in the snowy morning light.
Some had their eyes open, these slithered across the floor over the bodies of other snakes.
One was curled around a bed leg, its vibrating tongue out, its white fangs gleaming. It
was too much for the young wife. She insanely attempted to make it to the door, but
before her foot touched the floor heads struck from everywhere. Shudders racked her as
each fang sank into the flesh of her legs. Before her strength failed her she managed to
get the door half open. Then she fell forward, half in, half out of the door.
Her scream woke the man, he looked toward her and saw the snakes , and heard
their angry rattling . . . Quickly he took in the situation and remained motionless. He
rolled up in the cover and for three days he remained there , while snakes crawled over his
wife's body and around his bed.
Then friends of the newly married couple, noticing no smoke , came by and saw
what had happened. They left the wife where she lay with snakes crawling through her
hair and with saws and hammers they went up on the roof, they tore a hole in the roof
and let a rope down for the man- as the man went up toward the hole in the top of the
house all the snakes raised their heads to watch, their eyes gleaming like drops of morning
dew. And when he stood on the top looking down, a fine powdery snow began to fall.
The white prisms settled among the snakes, and melted as if by fire. Then a movement
began among the snakes. One, very old, and with a dull coat , like the scaly bark of a
sycamore tree, moved forward. Then from all sides of the room the snakes came , their
heads up , their tails swishing to the left and right. Gracefully they moved across the
floor, their necks arched, proud like swans, till around the whole fireplace there was one
twisting stream, and the stream was like a robe of dull gold and brown thread. In onereceeding tide, the snakes disappeared into the hole, and as the last surge moved out of
sight, there was an echoing sound of rattling ...

The
Fireplace
Cave
Fiction by Dexter Collet

Dexter Collett, a writer from Bad Creek,
near Asher, Kentucky in Leslie County,
holds a master's degree in creative
writing.

Illustration by Ronald Baker
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TONIGHT
Tonight
the moon
a huge white cookie
a hemisphere behind
the Kentucky hills
feeds us with light
and we graze
our way like cattle.
-Tijan M. Sallah
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FOR JIM THOMAS
Today MSHA nailed you on the wall.
I walked along the rib with you,
heard the machine clawing at the coal,
I turned with you & heard

HOOT OWL SHIFT
From darkness into darkness
they plunge, through the sockets
of earth's cryptic skull,

My bones crack like dried limbs under foot.

Now using your arm
I chisel our fates on a draw rock tombstone.

flesh and soul blackened in descent,

-Burge Lee Speilman

the shaft a catacomb
of vast, impenetrable silences,
short-winded and leadened
with doses of slow dying,
these tombs of spectral visage,
these miles of bituminous stone.
While coaltown sleeps,
the digging continues,
the mountain a provider,
a sarcophagus, a crown.

-Robert Stricklin

THE TRAPPER
I have set a line of double-springs
along the creek where the sign
of poetry is fresh.
I have sprayed the jaws
with the scent of words
& secured the chains to saplings.
Each morning I will come
to check my traps,
carrying a burlap bag & a snare.
Upon the naked page
I will stretch each poem
until the pelt cures.

-Ruby Thomas
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These photographs were made by children in the 5th - 8th grades at the
Camp bells Branch School, a rural consolidated school in Letcher County,
Kentucky. They use their own instamatic cameras to photograph at home
and in their communities. At school they develop and print their pictures.
Most of the photographs were taken for assignments which encourage them
to look mere closely at their own culture and experiences. These pictures
depict some of the students' dreams and fantasies about themselves and
their families.
-Wendy Ewald

One day the summer I turned eleven, me and my Uncle Junior went out riding in
his old '36 Chevrolet. Junior was working in Cincinnati at the time. He had been a miner
when he lived in Kentucky, but after the strike of '49 he pulled out and moved to Ohio
to work. He eventually bought a house and settled up there, but like most of the mountain people who moved up north in those years, he came down home every weekend,
nearly.
And this one time he came home in this old Chevrolet he bought for a hundred dollars. He came in late on Friday night. After sleeping late and then sitting around the
house all morning talking to Grandma and Grandad, Junior asked me to go for a ride with
him in his new car. I was restless and glad to get to go somewhere. We took off down
Trace Fork to the highway, then headed toward the county seat where Junior said he'd
buy me a hamburger.
After we'd driven a few miles Junior said, "Take the wheel, Wilgus. Slide over and
drive this thing awhile." I'd never driven a car before in my life and starting to learn was
not among the things I particularly wanted to do that day. But there wasn't any way to
turn down Junior's offer. I knew what he was doing, and what my response had to be.
My father, Junior's brother Glen , had died not long before. Junior wanted to be good to
me , pay attention to me, make me feel more grown up than I was. So, I got behind the
wheel and Junior took his place beside me, and with a good deal of jerking and jumping
and stalling of the motor and grinding of the gears, I managed to get the Chevrolet rolling.
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The road along the North Fork of The Kentucky River is twisty as a snake in Finley
County, and even on Saturday there are lots of coal trucks on it. I was scared of those
big trucks but Junior told me to not pay any attention to them. 'Ignore 'em," he said.
"Roll this thing."
So I drove along four or five miles. I was starting to feel like I had the hang of it
pretty good until we came up behind an old man driving a horse pulling a wagon along
the road about two miles an hour. For some reason I didn't think to put the brakes on.
I just steered over into the other lane to go around him, and sure enough, a big truck
loaded down with coal was coming right toward us. There was only one thing to do that
would save our lives, and Junior did it. He grabbed the steering wheel and headed us right
on across the left lane, over the roadbank, right on across the river bottom toward the
river itself. We would have gone right on into the river if Junior hadn't jerked the wheel
again. He was sitting on top of me by now, cussing and praying and yelling and fighting
that steering wheel. He gave it a turn and the wheels dug into the soft sandy soil of the
river bottom. The car rolled onto its side and braced up against a clump of sycamore trees
at the very edge of the water.
Junior was crying and yelling and carrying on so bad I thought he was killed or
something. But it turned out he wasn't hurt at all. The reason he was carrying on so was
because he thought I was killed. I told him I was all right. I had a cut on my forehead
that was bleeding ·a little, but after we held a handkerchief against it awhile, it stopped.
That pacified Junior some, but he was still pretty upset. He was thinking about what
) Grandma would say when he took me home with a bruised head and blood all over my
shirt front.
. · : . Jj
Finally Junior decided he just couldn't do it. He was a grown man, a former coal
·
. ~~ miner and a veteran of the War, but he knew that if Grandma found out that he had
taken out an innocent little orphan like me and got me half-killed in a car wreck, at the
minimum she'd knock him on the head with a stick of stove wood and at the maximum
, she would banish him from ·the family.
·•.. _:;
So me and Junior cooked up a scheme. It involved telling about a dozen lies which
.... •. hurt my Christian conscience, but in the same spirit in which I'd been willing to try to
• drive for Junior's sake, I was willing to lie for him too. The plan was for us to hitch-hike
· on into Blaine and buy me a new blue pullover shirt like the one I had on. Then we'd
. go to Randall Couch's used car lot at the edge of town and buy another hundred dollar
car. Junior would drive the car home and tell Grandma he 'd traded his Chevrolet in on a
better car. I would get out at the mouth of the creek and walk home, and when Grand, rna asked me how I cut my head I'd say in a rock fight with a bunch of mean boys from
Second Creek.
Aunt Jenny and Aunt Evelyn were suspicious of our tale when we told them. But
Grandma believed it absolutely. She was proud of me for standing up to the Second
1 Creek boys. She was proud to ride to church the next day in her son's new car, and
doubly-proud when Junior came on into the church for the service for the first time since
the War. As far as I know, Grandma never did learn the truth about the wreck. The
corpse of Junior's old Chevrolet lay on the riverbank for years, till the '57 flood finally

Gurney Norman's latest book,
Kinfolks, is a collection of short
stories revolving around Wilgus
Collier and the characters in these
two short sketches.

The Dance
Another short story by Gurney Norman
One morning about a month before he died, Grandad Collier and I were in the
living room at the homeplace watching TV together. It was unusual for Grandad to
watch TV at all , let alone that early in the morning. But he'd been sick for several
months, he hadn't been able to go outside very much. This was the first time he'd come
out of his bedroom fully clothed in several days. I was drinking coffee and flipping
through some old magazines and only half-watching the television. But when Grandad
came in dressed and shaved and apparently wanting a little society, I closed my magazine
and turned the volume up , and the two of us settled in our chairs to watch the Today
show.
The show had the usual news and weather reports and the advertising and chit-chat
among the announcers. But finally they got around to the feature part of the program,
which that morning was a five minute excerpt from a new film about village life in
modern China.
This was in the days when film reports from China were exceedingly rare, especially
on American television. This one had been made by a British crew who had been given
access to one of the model agricultural communes. There were pictures of smiling
Chinese working in the fields, of small children singing in school , of people going down a
dirt road on bicycles. Grandad watched these scenes with moderate interest.
But when the film cut to pictures of a group of elderly Chinese men taking their
exercise in a courtyard, Grandad's interest really came alive. He leaned forward in his
chair and turned the sound up, then stayed forward with his face close to the screen.
The old Chinamen looked right back at him, unsmiling. Their bodies moved in graceful
unison through a routine that seemed to be a form of T'ai Chi. Stretching and turning,
bending and posing , the old men moved with profound elegance through the series of
gestures and poses. They were truly old men, the community elders. Naked to the waist ,
their bodies were thin as the bodies of small boys. These men had lived long and seen
much, and yet , their old faces had a strangely youthful aspect to them. They seemed
relaxed and untroubled. The morning sun was shining on them. It was as if the sun was
feeding them directly, making their bodies fluid, flexible, full of strength and grace.
Then suddenly the old Chinamen were gone. A cigarette commercial took their
place. After a while Grandad got up and went on back to his bedroom and I didn't see
him again until the early afternoon.
It was a day in early spring in Kentucky , when the mornings are overcast and cold ,
but when the afternoons are sunny and warm enough to go outside in your shirtsleeves.
We 'd been having sunny afternoons for several days but so far my grandfather hadn' t
felt like going out into them. This particular day , however, about an hour after eating a
bowl of soup in his room for lunch, Grandad put on his coat and sweater and went outside to stand in the sun alone. I watched him through the kitchen window as he strolled
idly around the yard. He walked in a little circle that brought him back close to the
house where the sun's reflection was brilliant and warm against the wall. He took his
hands out of his pockets and looked rather furtively from side to side, making sure he
was still alone . Then, slowly, he raised his arms above his head and stretched himself
real good. He bent to one side , then the other , keeping his arms outstretched. Grandad
stretched and turned, he bent and lowered his arms all in a flowing motion that became a
dance as he kept it up. Herschel Collier , my grandfather , ex-logger , retired coal miner,
hillside farmer , age eighty three, was standing beside his house in the Kentucky mountains , in the sunshine of one of the last spring days of his life, doing the Trace Fork
version of T 'ai Chi.
Grandad must have danced fifteen minutes before he heard the screen door slam on
the far side of the house. Someone was coming. Quickly he stuffed his hands back in his
coat pockets and resumed his slow walk around the yard. As far as I know, he never did
T'ai Chi in the sun again.
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GRANDFATHER
It says much for your life,

old man ofleather, tobacco, earth and flannel
that sixteen years after your death
I still long for the comfort
of your calloused, scarred-knuckle hands
from a hundred saws in migrant logging camps
from a hundred picks in dog hole mines;
I remember stories of sawdust and blood, coal and bone
I want to slip you your whiskey bottle
stashed in the pantry,
pick you the reddest banana peppers,
hear you tell the moons to plant and cut by
old man of leather, tobacco, earth and flannel;
tell me again of your father who lost family and land
as lone Union soldier of five Southern sons
tell me of your mother's fugitive father
who climbed the mountains to escape
the deadly march to Oklahoma
tell me again of your marches and blacklistings.
how you never signed a yeller dog contract
old man ofleather, tobacco, earth and flannel
once I held up oak saplings in the sun
you skinned down to bridge a mountain stream;
we are still working together,
you bared your history and held it up to the light
now I am laying a bridge back to you.

-Mary Joan Coleman
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CRABTREE
At Crabtree Falls
The water jumps down the hillside
From rock to rock
Ruffled and arched by the rounded rocks it touches.
The shapes keep changing
But the forms always hold
Curves , arches, trills of water.
And if Linville Falls is masculine ,
Crabtree is woman water ,
Ruffling and sliding down its rock face,
Reaching the bottom in ripples.
Today I saw the water falling downward
And seemed to see the hillside moving upward ,
Heaving itself up along the edge of the waterfall.
Maybe when it gets to the top
The dirt turns itself to water
And slides down the rocks
For sheer lightness and joy
Then collects itself to earth again
And begins once more to climb.
-Pat Verhulst
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One-Cup Love

·,

Fiction by Jack Welch
When Ima Jean Clendening decided
to change boyfriends, everybody in the
Spiney Ridge Church of Christ was downright insulted. They were insulted because they had decided that Ima Jean
and Lloyd were a perfect couple: both
students at Mountain State University,
both interested in teaching for a profession, and both one-cup Christians.
Moreover, Ima Jean had had them all
praying for Lloyd before he became a
Chrsitian, and they had all rejoiced together when they fmally took him down
to the big bend of Lost River and dunked
him under. Now all that praying and rejoicing was just about wasted, they
thought, because Lloyd was still a babe
as far as spiritual matters were concerned,

and there was a good chance that he was
drifting off into iniquity, especially since
the congregation of the Church of Christ
in town where he lived was not one-cup
like the Spiney Ridge Church of Christ.
In fact, everybody was so concerned that Brother Runner took Ima Jean
aside after church one day to talk with
her. It was immediately after worship
on a Sunday morning in May , and as
people were filing outside the building,
he sort of crushed Ima Jean's hand and
asked her if he could talk to her .
"I reckon so ," she winced.
Ima Jean was a thin , pretty girl
with a nervous energy about her that
made her seem shallow, but shallow
she was not. She understood a gesture

the way some folks understand the stockmarket and she read the attitudes in
people's face as regularly as some read
the morning paper.
Brother Runner was sinewy and
thin , but he was beginning to look
shriveled up and humped. One lady at
Spiney Ridge said that if he kept on
drying out, one day he was just going to
evaporate . But Ima Jean and Brother
Runner walked together out of the
white frame building and down across
the parking lot to the cemetery where
they could talk without the interruption
of somebody trying to shake their hands
or read their faces. It was early spring,
and the grass on the graves was displaying
an irreverent vigor as though it thrived on
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coffins. Brother Runner paused at the
cemetery's pipe-iron gate and looked
straight ahead at the graves.
"One of these days, child, they'll
be carrying' me down this path."
"Oh, not for a long, long time,"
Ima Jean responded, her voice slightly
shrilled with the tension of the moment.
"Not for a year or two, anyways."
"I just hope I'll be saved ," he said
mournfully.
" If you ain't, then all the rest of
us will meet together with you in hell.
We'll have a Spiney Ridge reunion."
Brother Runner shivered visibly.
"Well, I didn't come down here to talk
about myself. Some of us are wonderin'
about Lloyd. We ain't seen hide nor
hair of him for close on to a month."
Ima Jean began to fidget and to
twist the buttons on her pink spring coat.
Her long brown hair, her greenish eyes,
and her freckled face gave her a colorful
mien that would have made a color
technician rejoice. "Lloyd and me
. . . well , we're not going around together anymore."
"That new chap you brought
with you last Sunday is a fine feller."
"He's plannin' to be a lawyer,
Brother Runner. He says he likes me a
heap better than the town girls."
"That don't surprise me none,
child. You're one in ten thousand. But ,
we are concerned about Lloyd. He was
baptized down at Lost Creek. I held him
under myself."
"But if I'm not goin' around with
him anymore . . ." Ima Jean was saying
as she pulled a neat little hankie with
'Love Never Faileth' embroidered on it
out of her pocket and wiped the corners
of her eyes.
"I know it's a delicate matter,"
Brother Runner said. "All we want to
know is where Lloyd is going to church."
He paused and turned for the first time to
look at Ima Jean. "We heered he was
go in' to one of them liberal Church of
Christs in town. One that uses about a
hundred little glass cups."
Ima Jean's face hardened, as though
she had just heard of the description of
the West Virginia State Capitol building.
"Noooo ," she murmured.
" That's what we heered."
Ima Jean pushed the cemetery gate
open and walked inside , Brother Runner
following a pace or two behind. She
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spoke clearly: "But we went over that
there scripture which said , 'When Jesus
took the cup and blessed it ,' and I made a b l m a Jean was irked that Louella
point of saying that the Bible didn't say
was taking so long in coming to the car,
'When Jesus took the 100 little glass cups
but when she finally saw her coming
and blessed them.' He agreed with me
over with the car keys in her hand, she
then. I thought he was going to be faith
felt a further resentment becaus.e she
ful. "
knew that Louella would be quizzing
"There ain't no telling who' s goin'
her. Louella was tall and broad-"cornto digress," Brother Runner reminded
fed and mountain brewed" was the
her . "Sometimes our own children go off
usual way that she described herself.
to town to work, and the first thing we
She had come to Mountain State Unihear is that they're meetin' with one of
versity to study nursing, but the chemthem little glass cup congregations. The
istry course had upset her raft, and so
only thing we can do is disfellowship
she had drifted very reluctantly into
them, and of course that damns them to
education. Lately she had been talking
hell, but there usually ain't no hope noabout dropping out of Mountain State
how once they've started drinkin ' the
and going to welding school. What she
communion out of them little glass cups .
really hoped, though, was that a one-cup
But with Lloyd . . ."
Christian would fmd her appealing and
While Brother Runner talked on,
irresistible and would marry her. That
Ima Jean felt herself resenting every
was why she had spent so much time
thing that the old man was trying to tell
gabbing at the church door. How she
her . She felt herself thinking a very
giggled. How she punched the boys on
nasty thing about him- something so
the upper arms .
nasty that she hadn't dared to say it
"What in the world are you doing
about anyone before. She wished for
back there?" Louella asked, tossing
Brother Runner that his pelvis would
her big Bible commentary and ten pound
just open up and swallow the rest of him.
purse on the front seat.
That's exactly what her mother had once
"Will you just get us out of here?"
said had happened to an old, bowed
Louella sat down in the front seat
woman they knew. Guilt from her
and turned around to her roommate.
thoughts caused her to turn even redder
"Hey, you been cryin'?"
than she was before; her freckles glistened
"No. At least not yet. Now can
like old pennies in the spring sun.
we just go?"
"Listen Brother Runner,'" she said,
Louella started up the Chevette
interrupting his comments about what a
with a vengenance and wheeled out of the
fine , upstanding one-cup Christian Lloyd
parking lot, throwing up river gravel
had promised to be. "I'll do what I
as she went. The car made its way
can do. That's all I can promise for now.
recklessly down the ridge road which fell
I'll just do what I can do. OK?" Ima
off on each side to pasture fields and
Jean smiled the pitiful smile of one who
woods. At the very bottom of the
is hiding resentment and ran off from the
valley on their right was Lost Creek
cemetery. Why couldn't people just let
which disappeared into a hole at the end
her alone , she wondered. She had a life
of the valley. Nobody knew for sure
to live , too. She had a right to choose
where it came out, but some said that
somebody who liked her better than all
maybe all the baptisms in it from the
the town girls, somebody that didn't have
Spiney Ridge Church meant that the
the brains of a buck sheep. She didn't
water was holy now and was heading for
stop running until she was implanted in
hell to put out the flames.
the backseat of Louella's car. She was
"Well." Louella said.
determined not to cry. It would only be
Ima Jean refused to be lured into a
misunderstood. Some would think she
conversation. In a way she had a certain
was wounded over Lloyd and some would
contempt for Louella because she
think she was being rebuked by Brother
thought that she wasn't really a steadfast
Runner. No, she would have to wait till
Christian. She had the feeling that given
Louella got them both back on the road
the right man, she could be tempted into
toward the campus before the tears
some little-glass-cup Church of Christ.
could fall.
Sometime Louella even went to those

places on Wednesday Bible study. That
was a fact.
"Well?" Louella said again. "What
happened?"
"Oh Brother Runner just told me
to break up with Steve. I reckon he
doesn't want a lawyer coming out to
Spiney Ridge."
"What? He said that?"
"No he didn't say that. But he
does want me to try to get Lloyd to come
back to Christ."
"Are you sure Lloyd's left Christ?"
Ima Jean knew now that Louella
had been holding some information out
on her. It infuriated her that Louella
knew something that she didn't. "I suppose you've seen him out here sometime?"
"Not out here . . . "
"So that's it. I suppose you saw
him at one of them little-glass-cup places.
That it?"
"Maybe."
"Well I don't need to go over the
scripture for you. And if you want to go
to worship someplace where they practice
false doctrine, that's your business. But
Brother Runner is suspicious about
Lloyd, and what you just said confirms
his suspicions."

By now they were back in Mountaintown, and Louella worked up a sweat
as she turned and twisted her car over
the steep narrow streets that led to their
apartment. When she pulled up in front
of the old house that overlooked that
town, the University, and the river,
she hopped cheerfully out of the car.
Ima Jean stayed inside looking out at
the panorama. That afternoon she would
be meeting with Steve to go for a walk
in the Arboretum. He had gone home
that weekend, but was coming back early
to take her out to the parklike hillside
where the University's biology department had marked all the trees so that
students could be taken there for laboratory sessions. She would have to
make up her mind soon, and perhaps that
would be the place.
Louella was beckoning her at the
door that led into their apartment. She
was laughing, almost triumphantly.
Suddenly it was as clear to Ima Jean as if
it had been written in the wild blue

yonder by the Holy Ghost. Louella
was planning to make a play for Lloydin fact, had been doing so already. It
was there, all over Louella's plain,
mountain-brewed face.

Steve Garvin was looking for something that was genuine in life. He had
been through a series of searches already
that had taken him all the way from
Clarksburg, West Virginia, to Mountain
State University where he went in and
out of the Kappa Alpha fraternity, in
and out of the Presbyterian Church, in
and out of the Army ROTC, and in and
out of the Sacred Church of the
Apocalypse. He had settled into law
school now, and found the basic concerns
of justice and practicality compatible
with his own disposition. Ima Jean also
seemed to fit into these interests, too.
She was the most legalistic girl he had
ever met, she was vivacious in spirit, and
she seemed to him to have come directly
out of the good earth. All in all, he liked
to be seen with her, and he liked to talk
with her. Besides all that, she sometimes
caused him to have a good laugh.
"I like to walk along these paths,"
Steve was saying to Ima Jean as they
walked down the hill into the arboretum,
"but I feel as though I ought to be
memorizing the labels on the trees."
Ima Jean was not looking at the
trees. Her head was bowed, and her eyes
were on the gravel path. She felt the
warm breath of springtime on her face,
and she was glad that she was wearing her
yellow flowered dress. "As far as I'm
concerned, everything should have a
label."
Steve smiled. "Even people?"
"Especially people."
"What label would you wear?"
"Confused. At least that's what
I'd wear today."
She had answered with such quickness that Steve felt himself to be rather
fuzzy and vague. "What are you confused about?"
Ima Jean lapsed into silence. She
knew exactly what her problem was.
Should she continue on with Steve or
should she go back to Lloyd? Steve liked
her, had a bright future, was not a
Christian. Lloyd liked her, was going to
be poor, but was a one-cup Christian.
She felt resentment rising in her again
because her own feelings in this meditation

kept seeming to be inconsequential. The
issues seemed greater than herself. She
smacked her right fist into her hand.
"Steve, what do you think about the
church out on Spiney Ridge?" '
He smiled. "I think it's . . . well,
interesting."
"Is that all? Just interesting?"
"No. In a way, it's . . . beautiful."
That comment surprised Ima Jean.
It was the kind of surprise, in fact, that
she always liked in Steve, the kind of
surprise that never, never came with
Lloyd. "Nobody ever called the Spiney
Ridge Church of Christ beautiful before."
They had stopped under a great
gray tree that had on its label SHAGBARK HICKORY. There was a bench
under the tree, so they sat down. "It's
beautiful to me because it's so simple.
Your worship is very simple (no organ
and no tambourines), your relationship
with each other is sincere, and you accept
the Bible at face value. That business
about Jesus taking the cup is an example."
"But some people think we're too
literal. Some folks think you can use a
thousand little glass cups and still be all
right."
Steve smiled, mostly to himself.
"And that's what makes Spiney Ridge
distinctive."
lma Jean pursued. "And do you
think you could be a member of Spiney
Ridge, too?"
.Steve had the feeling that much
bung suspended on this simple question.
He tried to read Ima Jean's face, but her
head was down again. He had the feeling
that her eyes were darting about.
"To tell the truth, I don't think I'm
that beautiful."
Then Ima Jean said something that
she had never said to anyone before. She
cupped Steve's heavy hand in her own
hands and looked at him earnestly. "You
are beautiful, Steve. You are the most
beautiful person I've ever met. That's
why you're telling me the truth now.
And I'm going to tell you the truth, too.
Steve, my dear, goodbye." She threw
his hand down then, and ran off up the
steep path. It was a dramatic gesture that
she loved, but when she got to the locked
car, she realized she would have to stand
and wait for him. But Steve was kind.
He hadn't been in and out of the Sacred
Church of the Apocalypse without
learning some religious tact. He thus
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took her straight home and knew what
Ima Jean did not fully know: that the
goodbye was forever.

~

In order to be sure of seeing Lloyd
again, Ima Jean decided to go after him
in the devil's own den. Thus she showed
up early on Sunday morning at the Mountaintown Church of Christ. She had
vaguely hoped that she might run into
him before services began and that she
might even be able to persuade him to
take her out to Spiney Ridge. But, as
she had anticipated, he didn't arrive
until the last minute. She was standing
out on the porch of the red brick building
when she saw him drive up in his Pinto.
There was someone in the car with him,
though. She squinted, she took a step or
two forward to see, and then she retreated into the building. He was with Louella!
Fortunately, the auditorium into
which Ima Jean darted was semi-dark.
She scurried to the right, shook a few
hands with people standing in the back,
and found a seat on one end of a pew.
She had never felt so out of place in her
life. Why oh why had she bothered to try
to save such a fool as Lloyd Jones, anyhow. She could just go on with Steve,
and maybe someday a long, long time
from now, he would become a one-cup
Christian. But then, as she sat waiting for
the Bible class to begin and for Lloyd
and Louella to come inside for the class,
she couldn't help but reflect on the years
that her mother had been trying unsuccessfully to get her father to attend
services with her. Sometime during the
early days of their marriage, he had
attended a service or two. But he had
apparently seen or heard something that
quite repelled him because nothing her
mother could do had persuaded him to
return. Consequently, Lloyd's baptism
had been more than baptism to Ima
Jean. She had felt a sense of victory
over her mother who had not succeeded
in her similar venture.
The Bible class proceeded without
much drama. In fact , Ima Jean felt
rather comfortable in the assembly, even
with Lloyd and Louella sitting a few
rows ahead of her and over the way on
the left. Ima Jean noted that the building

a
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would hold perhaps four hundred people
and that the contribution was averaging
more than $1 ,000 per Sunday. That was
in marked contrast to the Spiney Ridge
congregation where the building would
hold perhaps, fifty, and the contribution
basket rarely saw as much as $100. In
any event, she knew she couldn't relax,
though, because the moment was coming
when she would be passed the communion tray with its hundred or so heretical little glass cups.
The bread was passed first: a little,
dry matzo slice that reminded Ima Jean
of a saltless cracker. At Spiney Ridge
the bread looked a lot like a piece of pie
crust. "Thy ways are not my ways," she
murmured to herself. Then the trays
with the fruit of the vine began making
thJir way·through the congregation.
Ima Jean pulled her embroidered handkerchief out of her pocket and began
twisting it around and through her
fingers. She watched a tray being handed
to Louella and Lloyd, and she watched
them hold the tray together and sip the
grape juice from separate little glass cups.
She shut her eyes from the sight, but
even with her eyes shut she could smell
the fruity odor of the grape juice being
brought closer and closer.
Finally one of the ushers who was
helping to serve the congregation stopped
at Ima Jean's row and handed the tray
to her. She looked at it solemnly for a
moment: it was round and aluminum
and about as deep as a good-sized frying
pan. The little glass cups were arranged
on a circular aluminum holder with little
holes in it that reminded Ima Jean of the
holes in furnace filters. Should she partake of the Lord's supper now? She
knew that Spiney Ridge wouldn't
meet again till next Lord's Day. She
knew that Acts twenty and seven said
"And upon the first day of the week,
when the disciples came together to
break bread . . ." and that meant beyond a doubt that she, too, was supposed
to take communion on the first day of
the week-but wait a minute. She had
found the solution! The disciples came
together to break bread. Of course she
had always known that they had taken
the fruit of the vine, too. But the scriptures only said bread, and here she'd
already gone and eaten that little cracker
of a thing that these townfolks called
bread. It was, then, with intense relief

that she passed the unscripturallittle cups
on down her pew to people who partook
of the little cups with what seemed to
Ima Jean to be orgiastic abandon.
During the hymn-singing and sermon which followed the communion
service, Ima Jean's mind was engaged
with tactics. Her ultimate goal was to
win Lloyd back to the Spiney Ridge
church, but her immediate task was to
contact him and show him some interest.
She would really rather not get any further involved with Lloyd than necessary
to bring him back, but just how far that
would be, only time (and probably Louella) could tell.
When the last amen had resounded
over the heads of the worshippers, Ima
Jean stepped quickly to the rear of the
church, past the hand-shaking preacher,
and out onto the large porch of the
meetinghouse. She was glad for the
gabled roof of the porch because a spring
shower had come up during the morning,
scattering droplets over the green lawn
around the building and puddles on the
black-topped street. She breathed in
deeply and smiled. There was nothing
so sweet to her sensibility as the fresh
smell of a mountain rain-no, not perfume, not hair spray, not lipstick, not
even Old Spice aftershave lotion. Nothing. It gave her energy, and she knew
she was going to need some energy for
this task.

~

Ima Jean approached Lloyd and
Louella boldly as soon as they emerged
from the church building. They were
holding hands and laughing at something that the many-cup preacher had
said. He acted as though he knew both of
them, but Ima Jean did not take that as a
proof that they had been there together
before. She had learned somewhere that
a preacher's familiarity is not always to
be trusted. "They're paid to be familiar,"
she had decided. Ima Jean spoke up
first: "Hi there, you all."
Both Lloyd and Louella looked as
sneaky as sheep-killing dogs. They knew
they'd been caught. Ima Jean noticed
that Lloyd dropped Louella's hand as
though it were something he'd stolen.
Louella answered, "What in the
Sam Hill are you doing here, Ima Jean?"

"The last place in the world you'd
expect to find a real Christian , huh?
Well, if you want to know , I came looking for Lloyd . I didn't expect to find
you both."
Lloyd must have felt it was time
for him to defend himself, so he mustered his courage to speak. "Where's
Steve?" he asked , a malicious little
grin gathering at his lips. He was a tall
young man with slightly humped
shoulders and size thirteen shoes. A
shock of brown hair had a way of sliding
slowly down over his brow as he talked.
He pushed the hair back at least a hundred times a day.
"I didn't come here to talk about
Steve," Ima Jean said gamely. She really
felt she was being quite a martyr to go
through all this to save Lloyd. "I came
here to talk about you and to you.
Do you suppose that would be possible?"
Lloyd looked uneasily at Louella. He brushed the hair back with a
stroke of his right hand , the hand that
Louella had previously held. "I don't
know . . ."
"Would you like to ride home with
us?" Louella asked .
"I got my own transportation,
thank you."
"Then maybe you should wait
till later when he isn't occupied. Maybe
you could even call him up for a date
sometime?"
"Is that how you do it , Louella?
I've been wondering." Now Ima Jean
turned all her attention to Lloyd. "I'm
not aiming to cut in on anybody today.
All I want is the chance to talk. You
give me a call sometime when you're not
busy, and we'll get together." Then
Ima Jean smiled- it was a sincere
smile that she had carefully cultivated
long ago. It did not say an thing ironical
or suggestive or secretive. It was, in
fact, her highest developed art , and she
had learned it at church.
It took Lloyd almost a week to
telephone Ima Jean , but the call had been
worth waiting for. She had him beside
her now taking her out to the Spiney
Ridge church. The morning was a rich
Lord's day with the sun encouraging the
apple blossoms in the farmer's orchards
along the road, with pastures as fresh and
vital as any milk cow could ever have
dreamt for. Ima Jean chatted about the
scenery, which she genuinely loved and

understood. She knew there was plenty
of time for doctrine later. Time was
on her side this time .
Everyone at the meetinghouse was
kind and friendly to Lloyd , and Ima
Jean felt a little as though she had
just brought a trophy home to the
church. She knew now how hunters
must feel when they brought in a bagged
pheasant or squirrel or deer. Of course
theirs was really nothing in comparison to
hers. In any event , she settled down beside Lloyd on one of the hard little pews
that supported the fifty or so people
who were gathered .
The communion service was one
that Ima Jean especially enjoyed. The
fruit of the vine had all been prepared in
a large glass pitcher, a fancy , cut-glass
pitcher that had been mined, heated,
blowed , and cut right here in the county.
Then, after it had been properly prayed
over , the man who was waiting on the
table (a short farmer with broad
shoulders and ham-heavy hands) poured
the juice out into two glass goblets so
that they could be circulated , one on one
side of the main aisle , one on the other.
When the goblet was passed to Ima Jean,
she drank enough for t.wo communions,
thinking sadly about the reversal that
she had had last Sunday. Lloyd drank,
too, but only one swallow.
The sermon that morning was to
Ima Jean rather like many other sermons
that she had heard. There were long
passages of scripture being quoted , and
there were highs and lows in Brother
Runner's voice. She was really thinking
about Steve who was probably at home
studying his law books. He claimed that
the quietness of Sunday morning was
good for concentration. Occasionally
she looked over at Lloyd who was leaning
forward on the pew as though he were
about to take off on a race. He was not
as handsome as Steve , nor was he as
bright nor as rich. She didn't really care
very much for Lloyd now that she
thought of it. But , when they got up to
sing the invitation song, Lloyd stepped
out into the aisle and strode forward to
greet Brother Runner with a vigorous
handshake. Lloyd sat down hard on the
front pew , and before long Ima Jean
could tell that he was weeping a little
bit, wiping his eyes with his wrinkled
white handkerchief.
She was not fooled. Not for a

minute , nor for ten seconds. She knew
that this trip up the aisle was just done in
order to catch her up. How could she
go back to Steve after Lloyd had gone up
front like this? He was crying for joy.
She was sure of that . He was crying because he knew he had trapped her- no
one , she believed, ever cried that hard
over their sins unless he or she belonged
to some kind of holy roller church which
Spiney Ridge definitely was not. She
sighed deeply and pulled out her own
handkerchief which she twisted and

mr:

around her fmgers.
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:fter the service, !rna Jean Jet

Lloyd hold her hand while they walked
down through the parking lot toward his
car. They passed the cemetery , and she
pulled him along through the gate. The
tombstones were tilted rather crazily on
the hillside lot. The warm air , the
budding trees, the noble grass made it
almost impossible to think of dying ,
but Ima Jean had no trouble. She saw
herself years and years hence- her face
wrinkled , her freckles turned into
splotches, her pretty reddish hair completely white. They were carrying her
open casket down from the meetinghouse
to this little cemetery. Lloyd was following immediately behind looking half
as old as she-Lloyd would never look his
age, she knew, because stupid people
never did. There were other people
gathered around , some of them no doubt
her own children. She had little interest
in them , and little interest in anybody
else who was there . She was looking
for someone , someone important. But ,
of course , he was not there. He was away
off in some town somewh~re practicing
law.
" You live alone , and you die
alone ," she said aloud.
" What's that?" Lloyd mumbled .
"Nothing, Lloyd ," she replied ,
flashing her sincere smile. It would be
too hard to get rid of Lloyd. The people
out here would think she was downright
evil to drop him now after he had repented and prayed for going to that manycup place. She would have to make a go
of it, and somehow she knew she would
succeed. She would at least have the
satisfaction of accomplishing something
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her mother had never done , and she
would get a little something out of seeing
him drink up the grape juice in the
goblet .

:I

/ ~ As they started out of the ceme:
. 'tery , Ima 1ean heard a cardinal singing
its bright spring mating call- two long
whistles followed by several short ones.
He was a brilliant scarlet fellow sitting
on the peak of the little bell tower of the

church building. Sooner or later another
cardinal would respond , and they would
eventually fmd each other. Something
about the size of a glass goblet then
began to shrivel up inside her, shrivel up
and close as though it were being melted
under a great pressure. It melted
and shriveled and finally grew hard. Then
she could hear the scarlet bird' s song no
more. She let Lloyd take her by the
hand , and they walked slowly out of the
cemetery toward the church. The faces
on all the people in and around the parking lot said that they approved of the

1 of John Sines' Stories about Henry Fike
He was so rich they named
the goddam cemetery after him, and
nasty , too: told his kids he 'd
pay' em a nickel to skip dinner ,
then charged'em a nickel
for breakfast.
-Judith Vollmer

~
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happy couple . Ima Jean read what they
were thinking, and she pulled her handkerchief out of her coat pocket and held
it out. "Love Never Faileth," it said. She
thought of putting it over her face to
hide her own chagrin at having been
trapped by herself, but she resisted with
determination. She sought for that sincere smile which had always been so useful , and when she finally had it on ,
she solidified it. She knew that from
then on she would need it, and she was
confident that her own lonely will
would see her through ...

The former Jones Farm being developed into the subdivision Happy Valley.

Where does all
of our farmland
go?
An Article by
Judy K. Miller

The beginning of the twentieth
century saw the formation of what almost became an agricultural empire in
Washington County, Virginia. M. H.
Maury and. the Nester family eventually
comglomerated four thousand acres of
farmland near a hamlet called Wyndale,
which is located in southwestern Virginia.
The farm was a source of employment for as many as fi.fty men during
harvest time. This was of great economic
importance to the area since there were
no factories nearby to hire the men.
The assets of the farm included
from twenty-five to thirty houses {which
were used to shelter part of the hiredhands and their families), several barns,
and excellent accesibility by rail.
The products were manifold, including sheep, hogs, mules, horses,
cattle and their dairy products, wheat,
corn, tobacco , coke, and lime.

This production of fertilizer and
coke, as well as bounteous amounts of
food created an almost self-sufficient
establishment. Not only did the inhabitants of the "Nester Farm" live off of
their own produce, but they opened a
small commissary where it was possible
to buy flour, meat, and vegetables which
4ad been produced on the farm.
Unfortunately , those days of selfsufficiency were short-lived as the approaching Depression years converted the
prosperity of the enterprise into a disaster. With the market value of cattle
dipping toward five cents per pound,
and the overall instability of the economic system shaking the nation, it became
impossible for the Nester family to hold
onto their "empire".
By the end of the Depression the
four thousand acres had seen many subdivisions, with the bulk of the land being
divided into small farms of about one
hundred acres or so. Only one large
farm remained intact, and it eventually
came under the ownership of Dr. U. G.
Jones.
The "Jones Farm" consisted of a
little more than one thousand acres of
land, which was used primarily to pasture beef and dairy cattle. Dr. Jones
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employed overseers and laborers to tend
to the farm , and reputably kept it in
excellent condition until his death.
Dr. Jones had repeatedly told the
neighboring farmers that his wishes were
to keep the farm in the family for generations after his death. He loved the land,
and apparently foresaw that America's
farmland was threatened.
At a public auction the farm sold
for over one and one-quarter million
dollars. The farm was thereafter divided
and subdivided with every intent and
purpose of making a profit from this
mutilation of the land .
What was once the "Jones Farm"
is now the site of an industrial plant,
a chicken farm , a subdivision under
development called "Happy Valley",
and an area being sold in two-acre tracts.
These two-acre tracts are advertised as
'-'Ranchettes" which perhaps falsely implies an isolated rural setting. At present
there have bee11 more than twenty
homes built on these "Ranchettes",
and several more are planned for construction.
Today, it is evident that the era of
an agrarian economy in the Wyndale
area has passed , and that a new era of
development has just begun. This is not

just one isolated instance of a farm being
converted into nonfarm uses, but it is
an excellent example of a trend in the entire United States.
From 1969 to 1978 the area of
farmland in the United States has decreased by 35,478 ,000 acres, which is a
decrease of 3.2% as compared to a
decrease of 14.7% for the same period in
the state of Virginia. The average farm
size for the nation has increased from
three hundred sixty-nine acres to four
hundred acres for the same period (19691978) as compared to the increase
in size in Virginia from one hundred
forty-nine across to one hundred sixtythree acres.
These figures show that the average farm size in Virginia is less than half
that of the national average. This characteristic holds true for all of the Appalachian region, with the average size of a
farm in the region being one hundred
thirty-three acres in 1969. Because of
the number of small farms in the Appalachian region , it is understandable that the
percentage of decrease in farmland acreage is higher in this particular area than
it is nationally.
It is becoming more uneconomic
for the small farms to survive, and many
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of these small farmers are fmancially
forced to sell their land to surrounding
larger landowners who want to amass
enough land to make their farms more
productive and profitable. Also , many
times the less dedicated farmer is tempted
to sell to the speculating developer who
can pay slightly more for the property
than it is actually worth. This speculation on the part of the developer is
making him an even richer man as the
demand for land increases. At the same
time this speculation is creating an unhealthy situation which may have devastating results.
It is true that one acre of land can
be rendered many times more productive
today than it was a century ago due to
sophisticated agricultural advances, but
the enormous population increases absorb
any increase in productivity. The future
will prove that the continued misuse
of farmland may effect the very survival
of mankind. We already live in a starving
world, but we are unwilling to accept it
as a reality. It is much easier to build
our luxurious mansions, plush condominiums , and opulent apartment complexes on fertile soil which could be used
to raise food , than it is to sacrifice this
luxury so that others might not die

I
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from hunger. Hypocritically we bemoan
the ill-fated luck of the other half of the
world who are not as fortunate as we,
and we occasionally begrudgingly donate
a few dollars to charity in an attempt to
ease our conscience rather than because
we care. Money cannot undo the destruction, however , for once the land
has been taken advantage of, it takes
hundreds of years for it to replenish itself. It has been estimated that it takes
nature from three hundred to one thousand years to rebuild just one inch of topsoil.
This may not seem so important
because we think of the world as being
an enormous place with a lot of space to
spare, but the truth is, the amount of
cultivatable land is extremely limited.
We must consider the fact that almost
seventy-five percent of the earth's surface
is covered by water, and about one-half
of the remaining land area is uninhabitable because it lies in polar regions, barren, deserts, and mountainous areas. This
leaves approximately sixteen billion acres
that are habitable by man. Of this total
there is no more than an estimated four
billion 'acres of arable land for over two
billion people. It has been estimated
that it takes about two and one-half

acres of land of average productivity to
fullfill the needs of every individual. 1 It
should be remembered that the number
of people is increasing steadily while the
amount of tillable land is decreasing even
faster.
There is a communion between the
farmer and his land which cannot exist
between a scientist and his lab. The
laboratory to a scientist is merely the
mode of discovery, whereas the land to a
farmer is his mode of living. Simplicities
of nature must be present before the
complexities of the universe can be
delved into.
Unfortunately, as the older farmers
become unable to care for the land , many
of their heirs refuse to accept the responsibilities of farm ownership and infamous subdividing is often the results .
Precious land would not be unnecessarily
subdivided for this reason if the offspring
respected the land as their parents did,
and realized that there was more to gain
from the land than material wealth.
Even as the heirs of the land are
only concerned about material gain, the
modern developers for the most part are
only concerned about the business and
political aspects of their projects, and
neglect consideration of what is best for

the land itself and the people served by

it.
There is no question that the demand for acceptable housing for an increasing population does present a serious social problem as well as an unusual
opportunity for the developer to speculate on available farmland. Land planning
commissions are hesitant to deny rezoning requests for the development of farmland into residential areas since all towns,
cities, and counties are in desperate need
of more and improved dwellings.
In 197 5 there was an estimated
housing shortage of sixty thousand units
in the Appalachian region. This increasing need for additional housing has a
direct relationship to the growth in the
number of households, which is growing
at a faster rate than is the population.
Over the next two decades,
households will be formed by the
children born during the 1950's and
early 1960's, when fertility rates
were high. From now until 1985,
over 27,000 new households are
anticipated every week, equal to a
city the size of Kalamazoo, Michigan. 2
This means almost two million new
Mountain R('vi('w
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households per year can be expected.
Because of the random selection of
dwelling sites made by these two million
households, it can also be expected that
the malignant urban sprawl will grow
even more as surrounding farms and
rural areas are overtaken by the spreading
cancer.
It has been projected that the
amount of land covered by urbanization
by the turn of the century will amount
to almost three hundred and twenty
million acres. This is roughly one-sixth of
the total land area in the United States.
This is one hundred percent increase in
urbanization from 1960 to 2000. According to the Census Bureau, the population projections for the same period
show an increase from one hundred
eighty million to two hundred sixty-four
million people, which is an increase of
forty -one percent.
The relationship
between urbanization and population

growth proves that urban growth is much
greater than population growth. Possibly
this suggest~ that development is exceeding the demands of necessity. That is
to say, if more efficient methods of landuse were implemented to obtain maximum use for a minimum amount of
land, then the growth in population and
urban development should be comparable.
Land-use plans and zoning and subdivision ordinances are intended to eleviate much of the misuse of land, but
their primary considerations are for the
many practical factors involved in development such as: sewage disposal, water
supplies, accessibility' proximity of public facilities such as schools, and even topography. No ordinance nor plan can encompass the psychological impact which
the conversion of rural land into noisy
suburbs will have upon those people
who need the solitude which only farm-

OCRACOKE ISLAND
"Everyone seemed to hover close
to some tantalizing, communal
racial memory. "
-Agnes Smedley
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life can give.
A healthy nation needs a balance
between growth and development , and
needs the stability of rural regions. The
industrial growth and development of a
country provides jobs for the increasing
demand due to population growth, while
the serenity of rural communities act as
a gentle buffer against the quick pace of
today's world. A nation which does not
respect this balance is tampering with a
delicate law of nature and cannot expect
to prosper. Irreparable disaster is the
product of overdevelopment and uncontrolled growth.t>
1 Fairfield Osborn, Our Plundered
Planet (Boston: tittle Brown & Company, 1948), p. 36-37.
2 William K. Reilly, ed., The Use
of Land; A Citizen's Guide to Urban
Growth (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1973), p. 79.

THE LAST LEA YES
I.

The leaves drop
like the secret of a white pony asleep beside the road.
I am reminded of the slipping yellow shapes of days
and the mockfullingering of the last leaves.
A breeze rises like a deep breath
and holes.
The leaves are stilled from their mouseful play
as if a deep-eyed hawk stared from a fencepost.

II.

The wind is blue.
The mist breaks like the last day of the week.
Today I have no expectations.
The cornfield is brown and jagged
like a city after the final war.
A tall woman hurries up the hill ,
I cannot tell her age .
Her children have eyes like empty , black kettles.
They moan outside of themselves.
Into my house, I sigh
out of respect,
and close the door.
It is night.

III.

Inside, I am with children.
We dance around the white pony, still asleep.
Beyond the reflection of our dance
everything is dying.
Our moaning is like hot , piercing laughter ,
and we cannot stop.
All night long , like heretics ,
we cannot stop.
-Kathy Smith

Copyright
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Kathy Smith, 1977
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The southern
culture inside and out
A
Review of
Images of the South:
Visits with Eudora Welty
and Walker Evans
Center for Southern Folklore,

is based on money that is almost always
stolen, really. You don't amass a fortune
without ruining a whole lot of other
people, stepping all over them. And yet
it has produced a cultural distinction.
So I don't know how to reconcile all
these things , because I believe in social
justice, and they don't go together."
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Ms. Welty has by far the greater
understanding of her own culture: "I do
think that the sense of a person's full life
and what happens to him in the course of
it, and then how that influences his
children's lives, and how that influences
on and on and on. . . which is part of a
place and part of time-the two things
working together. And just the knowledge
that another person has all this behind
him which can help to explain him and
give a background to his opinions and
feelings-it's such an easy way to underst<md other people. You miss that in our
urban life where you meet somebody
cold , have no idea of his background.
Everything has to start from scratch and
for that reason can remain more superficial unless you really work at it. But
just the ordinary acquaintanceship of life
is so much easier in a place with continuity." Images of the South, the first
edition of Southern Folklore Reports
draws from the Center' s archives. If
other publications remain at this quality,
content and production wise, it will be
a book series well worth having ...

~

8..

In essence , it is a comparative

~ insider/outsider view of the southern

:; culture. Mr . Evans is a self proclaimed
~ urban aristocrat who is not resolved
~ about it , ".
if I examine it very
~ carefully with my mind, I find that it
40 Mountain Rr vit>w
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Paperback $5.00
Hardback $9.50

-Wayne Coombs
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Review of
Pattern Of A Man ,
and Other Stories
James Still
Gnomon Press, Frankfort, Ky.
1976, 122 pp.

Memphis, Tennessee
1978, 50 pp.
$7.50

"When Walker Evans and Eudora
Welty photographed the Deep South in
the 1930's, neither knew of the other's
presence.
Eudora travelled by bus,
gathering information for the Mississippi
Works Progress Administration, while
Walker worked on assignments for the
W.P.A. in Washington and for Esquire
magazine. Eudora had grown up in Mississippi, Walker in Georgia and both were
discovering the South as photographers.
. The camera was the tool through
which they entered its faces, homes, and
landscape."
Thus begins another outstanding
publication brought to you by the folks
~ at the Center for Southern Folklore.
~
C) This soft cover book of 50 pages is basically two interviews with these two artists
and about 36 examples of their photo<:~>
•
C5 graph1c work.

A pattern of
a book A

Wayne Coombs is now caretaking a
365 acre farm in Preston County, West
Virginia. He has worked as a
photographer and as an organizer for
community art groups.

James Still moved to Eastern Kentucky (Knott Co.) from Alabama and
has lived there for nearly five decades.
He has several books to his credit and his
work is currently experiencing a revival
sparked by his most noted book, River
of Earth. Originally published in 1940,
it was re-issued by the University of Kentucky Press early this summer. As a
result, his poetry and short stories are
also being approached with a renewed
interest.
Pattern of a Man and Other Stories
was published two years ago but all of
the stories in this collection appeared
earlier in periodicals such as The Atlantic
Monthly, The Prarie Schooner, and The
Yale Review. All of these stories have
one thing in common-they are each concerned with a unique pattern of mountain
life and how the people involved fit into
and respond to that pattern.
Most of Still's stories take place in
either Baldridge or a surrounding county.
The area is remote with little or no contact with the outside world. For the inhabitants, time is standing still. Although
his characters are limited by their situations, they are knowledgable and perceptive within their own realms of experience and frames of reference.
In "Pattern of a Man," the story
with the same title as the book, Still
presents a humorous situation in which
his protagonist, Crafton Rowan , criticizes
the actions and morals of those who are
running against him for jailor of Baldridge County. He considers himself well
qualified for the position because he has
been in and out of the jail on several
occasions. In fact , Rowan decides to run
for jailor while in jail.
"I've been unlucky for getting indicted for this and that and have
spent more time in jail than any

other innocent man in the mountains. Point a finger at me and I
look guilty . Yet , I've kept my
name clear. Nothing ever stuck on
me." (p. 54)
The narration takes on the quality
of a tall tale as Rowan describes the jail
calling it the Crossbar Hotel because of
his familiarity with the place.

who is running against him for jailor has
"about as much a chance as a snowball in
Torment. " And when another candidate
is put in the race to divide the opposition , he exclaims that , " Like the female
candidate , he hasn't an icicle's chance
in a hot skillet." Although he discounted
his female opponent as a serious contender , she wins the election .

" That's what the jaspers on the inside call it. I ate victuals Lazarus
would of culled , slept on a mattress
jake-walking with chinch bugs.
And fleas! The cracks were hopping with them. . . And hear me.
Floors and walls begged for lye
soap and shuck mops . The grub was
so rough we used to swear you had
to wear gloves to eat it. (p. 54)

In "The Sharp Tack ," Still again
uses the letter format. Jerb Powell, a
minister , having lived his life in Baldridge
County , has difficulty relating to anything beyond that which he has experFor example , he refuses to
ienced.
believe that a man , Talt Evarts , in a neighboring town has actually visited the
Holy Land. In a letter to Evarts, he
insists :

In spite of appearances , Rowan
claims his innocence in each case ; he just
happened to have little control over the
situations that cause him to be locked up
so often. In one episode , he sold his
pony and it returned a month later ,
hungry and thirsty. Because he fed and
watered it and did not encourage it to
go back to its rightful owner , he was
indicted for theft. In his own way of
thinking, he could see where he had
committed no crime.
The story is written in the form of
a series of letters to Rowan's schoolteacher friend, Perry Wickliffe. Wickliffe
has lost his teaching job and has turned
to farming for a livelihood. It is Rowan's
intentions to use his friend for campaign
purposes, and, in return , he promises
him a teaching position . He writes to
Wickliffe:

" Now listen , mister boy, I'm a
Bible worm. I've read it lid to lid .
I testify only the dead and the
saved ever journey to that Country
. . . I have a sermon which fits
you like the bark of a tree." (pp.
80-81 ).

"Work for my election and I'll
have you principal of a school even
if it croaks every politician in the
county.
I'll have you teaching
young'uns quicker than hell can
singe a feather." (p. 58)
Gradually, his letters begin to disclose his prejudices against education ,
women (on more than one occasion), and
the persons running against him in the
election . After several letters, Rowan's
pattern of thinking and behavior become
fully developed and predictable.
He refers to his wife as a "doughbeater" and proclaims that the female

After being ostracized by those
who do believe that Evarts did go to the
Holy Land and because he is outnumbered , Powell finally agrees to accept ,
outwardly , the idea. However, he still
has doubts and continues to question
those who believe Evarts.

Not all of Still's stories are humorous ; some of his tales encompass a bitter
irony and reveal a complex pattern of
behavior that seems unique to mountain
people.
In his story , "A Ride on the Short
Dog," a group of boys who are notorious
for goading and making fun of others , even
members of their own group , become
victims of a startling experience. They
board a bus , "The Short Dog ," and purposely harrass several of the passengers.
When the driver threatens to throw them
off the bus unless they settle down ,
they begin to play a game among themselves- giving each other " rabbit licks"
on the back of the ne ck .
Godey Spurlo ck who had just
injured Mal, one of the group members ,
with a lick, invites him to return the lick
"double hard." Mal does , and Godey is
killed by the blow. Later , some of the
passengers realize that Godey is no longer
harrassing them. When they reach their
destination they ask what' s the matter
with him.
Mal simply replies, "He' s
doing no good." Still intentionally makes
an understatement with this reply to increase the effect of what has occurred.
And it works. It seems that Mal has not
realized the implication of what has
happened ; on the other hand , he may
have realized it all too well.

Another story , "Mrs. Razor," pro·
"The next occasion I'm over to
Wiley Town , I'll stop by and shake
your hand. I've heard you brought
a gill of water from the river called
Jordan. Not the really Jordan of
course, a river named after it. I
aim to beg a drop or two. And I
have a lot of questions to ask . A
country named for the heavenly
one ought to be a pattern for
folks living everywhere. " (p. 89)
Here Still has humorously illustrated a pattern of skepticism and behavior of a mountain man when a new
idea or knowledge threatens his traditional beliefs. Because of the lack of
education or experience , it is only
natural that Powell would be skeptical
and that he would insist upon his own
knowledge and experience as being the
greater truth.

duces a similar effect when Elvy , who is
unmarried and living with her parents,
grieves over her imaginary children and
the absence of her imaginary husband.
Her grief is so great and she is so convincing that the father , who knows that
the cause of her grief is only a figment
of her imagination, travels with her six
miles in search of her husband before he
realizes what he is doing. With this,
Still demonstrates the bonds of love and
caring that so tightly knit mountain
families (and kin) together. It is a pattern that runs throughout his stories.
In the same manner , Still' s writing
indicates a thorough knowledge and
understanding of the area and its people.
His metaphors and similes make comparisons only to what his characters can
identify with. However, they provide
the reader with a fresh and exciting experience with words.
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In describing his character, Maybird
Upshaw, Still is .so descriptive that he
almost comes up with a caricature
rather than a character:
her large fair head with
tresses rich as fire, the drapes of
flesh hanging her arms, knees
dimpled as the baby's cheeks . . .
she was as big as a salt barrel."
(p. 68)
When she laughed, "Joy rose in her as
cream to the lip of a milk jar," and when
she blushed, "She blushed the mad color
of her hair."
Similarly, in "The Sharp Tack,"
Still employs wording techniques that are
typical of the mountaineers' pattern of
self-expression by making reference to
things they relate to best- things that
make up their everyday lives. When
Powell, for instance, writes to Evarts,
he says, "A thought keeps itching my
mind," and that he had heard lies "strong
enough to melt the wax in a body's ears ."
Still's characters also use words,
many of which still remain a part of
mountain talk and expression, that may
be foreign to the reader. For this reason,
he provides a glossary to assist in understanding some of the words and expressions that color the pages of his book.
Words like si-goggling (off balance),
whittles (fools), and waspers (an un-

worthy person), and expressions such as
aye gonnies (I'll bet guineas), saddle of
the gap (middle), and took the punies
(became ill) could very baffle the "citified" reader. Even the names of his
characters like Elvy, Jerb , Talt , and
Maybird are unusual. It is Still's skillful
use of the language, however that makes
his characters unique and reflects the
pattern of living that current Appalachian
life is based on. This collection of short
stories is a "pattern of a book." &
-Jim Fields

Jim Fields is a native of Roxana,
near Whitesburg, Kentucky. He resides
and teaches in Lexington.

Billy Greenhorn
is more than
•
a survivor
A

Review of
We'll see who's a peasant:
poems of love and family
by Billy Greenhorn (Bob Snyder)
Mountain Union Books
107 Earwood Street
Beckley, WV 25801
1977, 6 2 pages

Poet Bob Snyder speaks through
Billy Greenhorn, who in many ways
exemplifies the contemporary Appalachian. Greenhorn is more than a survivor.
He is attached to his heritage but never
strays from the present. He is alert,
acutely aware of yesterday and today.
His humor remains intact.
In "Poems of family," part one of
the book , Greenhorn uses his poetry to
search the past intensely to explore
himself:
I smooth the page and feel
all times
He is never satisfied with the
shallow stereotypes and the sentimental,
nostalgic pictures of the past that have
misled so many for so long:
The country jakes of old
Subtle, sullen, awesome,
acute
~~
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Were far too profound for the
19th century
Greenhorn sees the emptiness of
such stereotypes:
0 them old time hillbillies
Slip thru your fingers like
nothing . . .
The past that Greenhorn finds is
specific, it is real in every way, and he
grows. He remembers his grandmother
exactly as he smokes one of her cigarettes
which have been stored in her pocketbook in the attic for years. Who has not
smoked the tobacco of the dead? Greenhorn smokes "from your very last
pack . . . separating my life into childhood and age."
In "Poems of love," part two of
the book, Greenhorn has found himself
and is full of song and humor. There
are glimpses of a poet in love with sound,
with the magic of language:
if thieves come baby and
steal the chairs
we wont get up wont go
nowheres
and
down down dropping in the
deep hearts peace
outside theyre nervous
theyre calling police

Billy Greenhorn leaves West Virginia and travels to New York , to search
for Karma Lee Mixmaster, who spurns
him, but not before love sparks true insight:
and now that I have resolved
everything
I
back beyond the Star
Spangled Banner prayer
back beyond the silver sandstorm test pattern fizzle
I say it to all the world:
that woman was a nightmare
And the pain of lost love surfaces
again and again, for example, after a
wreck near Pennsboro, WV:
what I took to be
a brand-new love feeling
turned out to be broken ribs

in slightly different forms , more than
once. Nevertheless, Snyder is a strong
poet with a keen ear and human wit.

-Tom Wrenn

Tom Wrenn, from South Charleston, West
Virginia, is himself a poet and has had
poetry published in Mountain Review.

A book about
nourishment
A

Review of
Cabbagetown Families,
Cabbagetown Food
edited by
Pam Durban Porter

Billy Greenhorn is not without
his triumphs. Indeed, the strongest piece
in the book is about a cunning success:

Patch Publications.
Patch, Inc.
P. 0. Box 5301
Atlanta, Georgia
1976, $4.00

BILLY GREENHORN'S
MORTUARY FAN
when I told her her dreams
the shadows of my hands
moved faster than my
hands
I told her that
and she said "Robertito
you are completely mournful
you, you pale little mourner
here - let me straighten
your boquet,
you, who've never been in
love before"
(that's what 'twas)
tell her this is hers
tell her her illusions' secrets
("my illusions' secrets!")
her her dreams

Bob Snyder has produced a sparkling persona in Billy Greenhorn, We'll see
who's a peasant is a gem which captures
something of today's Appalachian, complex and modern. The book could have
benefitted from a stronger editorial
hand: some poems and images appear,

the company maintained the entire
neighborhood. This book, Cabbagetown
Families, Cabbagetown Food , is the oral
history of that time, that place , as told
by eleven women, some of whom came
with their families to Cabbagetown from
Georgia farms, and some of whom were
born there.
A too brief introduction (we need
more information about the group making recordings , why are they at this particular place, what is the history of the
Savannah Street Neighborhood House ,
and so on) says "This book is about nourishment." And it is . Far beyond the talk
of food is the idea of nourishment of the
spirit and soul. Almost every woman
speaks in loving terms of her family , how
close they are to each other , how they
have sustained each other through hard
times. Hear Mrs. Beatrice Dalton: "I
loved my daddy better than anything.
He'd carry us kids around with him, go
out in the field and get watermelons or
cantaloupes or roasting ears. We thought
he was the greatest thing in the world .. .
We had lots of kin people. My mama' s
people all lived around and some of my
daddy's people
And Levie
Bratcher : "We were sharecroppers on a
farm
my mother had to raise us

With hills in the background and a
coal tipple instead of a textile mill near
the company houses, the illustration of
Cabbagetown around the turn of the century could have been an illustration of
the coal camps near Blackey in the 20's
and 30's - my school years. Cabbagetown is a neighborhood in Atlanta, Georgia , formerly a company town , now absorbed by the city, but still a neighborhood , easily definable , and still populated
by remnants of families whose livelihood
depended on the big mill . Fathers ,
mothers , and several children often
worked together at the mill, Fulton Cotton Spinning Company, and until 1957
~~-~~~
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because when I was 10 years old , my dad
died. I started cooking when I was about
eight and a half years old . I have a musical family even down to my mother , she
blowed a French horn. All my children,
my brothers play something. I tell you
I really enjoy getting a big bunch around
. . . and singing. I enjoyed my family . I
wouldn't take a gold nugget for the pleasure that we've had together."
All of the interviews are lively,
heart-warming , sometimes humorous , and
sometimes sad. I know men who started
work in the coal mines when they were
12 and 13 and 14 years old , and I know
women who began work in the newground corn fields when they were 8 and
9 years old. And now I know women in
an area, unknown before to me , who
went to work in the cotton fields when
they were 6 years old .
From Lila
Brookshire: "I went to work in the
fields when I was six. We always went
to work as soon as we was big enough,
pick up rocks or stumps or whatever,
help clear the new grounds. We stopped
working just for lunch. We worked from
6:00 in the morning to 6 :00 in the
evening." But even this bleak childhood
had its well-remembered joys, tracking a
rabbit in the snow with a brother, going
to church as a family, dances, candy
pullings , and "a little old doll, kewpie
doll . . we'd go out in the yard and
make playhouses. We'd take cobs, corncobs and dress them up like dolls ."
Most of the Cabbagetown women
loved the wood stoves they learned to
cook on and the iron skillets used by all.
Levie Ann Bratcher says, "Food was
sure healthier. . . it was fresh vegetables

brought right from the garden and it
wasn't laid over and wilted and rewatered." And she tells how to fix collard greens. "Now if you want good collards, make you some dough , some corn
dough while your collards is a 'boiling
then boil that dough in there. Take it up
and you got your bread, collards and all."
Most of the recipes given here are just
that plain and simple, with dabs of this
and dibs of that, and a real pleasure
in thinking about the cooking process
and the eating thereof. No worries about
oven temperatures, exact measurements,
and calories. One recipe, that for Tomato
Gravy, made me long for a favorite childhood food, made by my best friend's
mother (she was from West Virginia and
may have brought the recipe with her , for
I never knew anyone else around Blackey
who made Tomato Gravy). Here is Effie
Dodd Gray's direction, "Use shortening
of any kind , even sausage. Put some flour
in and brown it. Get half ripe or ripe
tomatoes, peel them and mash them in
the gravy. Let it cook down and use
just like ordinary gravy."
The photographs are wonderful,
but then how could anyone not make a
fine picture of women the likes of Beatrice Dalton, Lila Brown Brookshire,
Effie Dodd Gray, Levie Ann Bratcher,

Julia Stowers, Azilee Edwards , Emma
Patterson , Dorothy Tatum , Nancy Roden , Sallie Jones , and Molly Freeman. I
turn again to the picture of this community which looks so much like ones
that were common here in Letcher
County until the 1950's, and I wish that
these talented interviewers could come
here and talk with our women and get "a
moment's clear view into a life" , a way
of life that is both past and ever-remaining ..&
-Gaynell Begley
Gaynell Begley, from Blackey, Kentucky,
runs the C. B. Caudill General Store
there along with her husband Joe. Gaynell is the Blackey correspondent for
Whitesburg, Kentucky's weekly newspaper The Mountain Eagle.
Most of the books and records reviewed
in Mountain Review are available at The
Cozy Corner Bookstore, P. 0. Box 150,
Whitesburg, Kentucky
41858 and at
The Council of the Southern Mountains
Bookstore, CPO Box 2106, Berea, Kentucky 40403. All books, records, magazines, films and other resources reviewed
in Mountain Review are available from
the publisher or producer listed at the top
of the review. ({"

Stories, poems, and photographs from the mountains
generation is a 94 page collection of poetry, prose, short stories, and photography by young people aged 7- 35, from
Eastern Kentucky, Southwestern Virginia and West Virginia. The collection was co-edited by Daveena Sexton, Terry
Cornett, Belinda Mason Adkins, and Danny Johnson. Cover oil painting by local artist David Lucas. To order send $2.95
plus .50 postage to: TheEasternKentuckyYouthMedia Workshop, P. 0. Box40, Whitesburg, Kentucky41858.
"generation demonstrates yet again that there is among the '1 have read and enjoyed genentfon, and am grateful to
people of the Southern Mountains a creative spirit, energy, you for the copy. The poetry in the book is fresh and free,
and sensibility that not only refuses to die, but rather is uninhibited and direct in its appeal. .. I congratulate you
gaining power as the region's need for self-affirmation on the success ofyour undertaking. "
-Cratis Williams
becomes more acute."
-Gurney Norman
Special Assistant to the Chancellor
Divine Right's Trip and Kinfolks
Appalachian State University

':.4n affecting look at the region--its people, its problems, and its promise--by young Appalachian
men and women who live there. Commended and recommended."
-Mark Middleton
Council of the Southern Mountains
Mountain LHe & Work
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Appalshop
To the readers of Mountain Review,
Appalshop has just been selected as recipient of a National Endowment for the Arts Challenge Grant for $125 ,000 .
This award is a special cash gift given to selected Arts institutions across the United States providing those institutions
can match the grant on a three to one basis. Some of the other institutions to receive this year's grant include , the
Boston Ballet , Chicago Symphony, New York City Opera , and the Guggenhiem Museum .
Appalshop is an Appalachian arts and culture center. For the past nine years Appalshop·, previously Appalachian Film
Workshop, has been in operation in Whitesburg , in Letcher County , Kentucky. During that time Appalshop has trained
and employed over seventy Appalachian young people in the various media of filmmaking , theater , recorded music ,
magazine production , and photography.
Since 1969 the filmmakers at Appalshop , most born and raised in the area, have produced thirty films about mountain
people and culture with an additional seven films currently in production. These films have been distributed in all fifty
states and in eight foreign countries. They have also been shown throughout Appalachia in churches , at schools , to
community groups and on the educational television networks.
In 1974 Appalshop grew to include four new projects, June Appal Recordings, Roadside Theater , Mountain Review,
and Mountain Photography Workshop. June Appal is a recording studio which has to date produced 22 records of
mountain, traditional, and religious music. Roadside Theater is a touring drama group which performs at schools,
churches, fairs and prisons as well as at universities and in theaters across the country. Mountain Review is an award
winning quarterly magazine of literature, journalism, photography, and gtaphics. And Mountain Photography Workshop serves both as a photography-in-the-schools program in Letcher County and as a publisher of photography books
with three books scheduled for publication in the next year .
What this award means is that for the first time Appalshop has the opportunity to construct a production facility , a
permanent home in the mountains, that will house all of our operations, and Appalshop will also have the opportunity
to secure a local base of support. We fmd both of these opportunities crucial to our future growth and success in the
area. Presently we are operating in portions of three different buildings spread across Whitesburg, space which is inadequate for the technical and highly specialized types of work we do. Secondly, though we now earn about one half
of our income from sales of films, records , magazines, and from performance fees , we are still dependent on a good
amount of grant income , that is money given to us to support our program. To date our grant income has come almost
exclusively from outside of the region. This is somewhat unusual for a tax-exempt non-profit arts organization. Most
such organizations are urban and rely on local patronage for support. Indeed the great majority of those institutions
awarded Challenge Grants are looking to a core of long time supporters to help them meet their match . But Appalshop is different. The people who work here are committed to a different community and a different notion of what
art can do. Those of us here at Appalshop are committed to using our skills and talents to talk about what we see
going on in this area, in the hills. Our films , records, plays, writings, and photography have grown from t'he region, as
have we. And though the community we serve is not a Chicago or a New York, it is nevertheless a large and important
community.
Some of the projects we are now planning or which are under way include: a film about Chester Cornett, a chairmaker
who was born in Letcher County and now lives in Cincinnati, a film on Eastern Kentucky basketball, an in-depth
documentary on striprnining and the evolution of the federal law , a 39-week commercial television series with a music,
drama, and film format, a new play on the history of coal in Appalachia, a book of children's photography, a record by
Jean Ritchie, a book about handicapped craftsmen in Appalachia, a film on Republicanism in Leslie County and
Richard Nixon's visit to Hyden, a ten-part series for public television on the history of Appalachia , and a film on
women coal miners.
We are now, for the first time , actively seeking contributions from individuals in order to match the National Endowment for the Arts Challenge Grant. If you are interested in making a tax-exempt contribution, in learning more about
any of the particular projects mentioned , or in seeing general information about any component of Appalshop , Inc.,
please write to us at P. 0. Box 743B, Whitesburg, Kentucky 41858 .

Dee Davis
President

Martin Newell
Chairperson , Appalshop Board of Directors

